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Palestinian women break through police liges in Nablus yesterday while protesting against the Palestinian Authority. They
demanded the release of relatives arrested during a raid on militants and tried to reach the building where PA President
Yasser Arafat was to hold a council meeting. Two legislators met with them and promised to raise their grievances. (Renter)

‘Eitan investigation won’t hold up coalition’
THE coalition-formation process will not be
put on hofd till the police investigation of
Tsomet leader Rafael Eitan is completed,
spokesmen for prime minister-elect Binyamin
Netanyahu stressed yesterday. They expect
the new government to be formed before the

investigation is concluded and Attorney-Gen-
eral Michael Ben-Yair decides whether to

indict Eitan.

Meanwhile, Netanyahu intends to allocate

portfolios as if there were no investigation and
will hold in trust for Eitan the two portfolios

reportedly earmarked for him - Internal Securi-

ty and Agriculture.

Bea-Yai^o£fik«refi?®erf ftLcomxncn^on the

affair yesterday, except to say that a decision on
whether to indict Eitan would bemade wirfama

week. Eitan is suspected of obtaining confiden-

tial personal data from the IDF computer data-

base and using it to pressure fellow Tsomet
activists into leaving the party.

In particular, the attorney-general declined

either to confirm or deny that he had ordered

Eitan barred, not just from the Internal Securi-

ty Ministry, but horn any ministry with access

to confidential databases. If snch a directive

was issued, however, an imfictment will almost

certainly follow. The only reasons for not filing

an indictment are tack of evidence or lack of

public interest - and if either of these elements

were missing, there would also be no reason to
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bar Eitan from a ministry.

Eitan met with the attorney-general yester-

day morning and afterwards announced that be
bad requested that Netanyahu hold off his ap-

pointment until the investigation is over. “I am
not pressing and asking for anything whatso-

ever," Eitan stressed.

In both the Likud and Tsomet, the assump-

tion is Eitan will eventually get the portfolios

set aside for him, because all he could be

convicted ofwould be a technical misdemeanor
and not a crime involving moral turpitude. The
199^High Court ruling which tmred Aryeh
Deri from being a minster explicitly stated that

barring a person from a ministerial post would
depend on die type of crime involved. The
incident is being treated by those dose to Ne-
tanyahu as less than a major obstacle on the

road to coalition formation; at most as a minor
pothole.

In both parties there was considerable anger

at the attorney-general, who was accused of

pursuing a political agenda with sudden hyper-

activity, resurrecting eight-year-old accusations

against Jerusalem Mayor Ehud Olmert and
Eitan’s four-year-old case.

Tsomet’s Nehama Rouen, one of Eitan's

aides and an unsuccessful candidate for die

Knesset, asked yesterday, “How it is that only a

week before Rahil's ministerial appointment,

.
someone suddenly chooses to remember this

forgotten,' very questionable case. The attor-

ney-general's behavior is more than curious.

The country's top legal experts all concurred in

conversations with us that there is nothing

which can prevent Raful from holding any port-

folio at all."

Eitan's right-hand man. Doron Sbmueii, who
accompanied him yesterday to his meeting with

the attorney-general, contended that at the

meeting “things sounded quite different from
how they do in the media. This is the first time

the attorney-general met with Raful, despite

four years of innpendo.

.

“Ben-Yair told us that, as far as he can judge,

Raful is not barred from holding any portfolio

whatsoever, including Defense. He explained

that there is still one point in the case which is

not dear to him. He did not elaborate or specify

the point, but he wanted a week or two for the

police to look into it and feels that it would be
improper for Eitan to be in charge of the force

while it investigates him."
According to Shmueli, Ben-Yair said that.

“There is no question of moral turpitude here.

He agreedwhen I said that not to allow Raful to

bead any office with access to classified files

would be like, barring anyone from serving as

transport minister ifhe ever got a traffic ticket."

Ben-Yair, right or wrong. Page 12

‘War raging’

between secular

and religious

over planned

synagogue

OME 2,000 Karmiel residents

aged a protest last night at the

)rueretone-laying ceremony of

synagogue and mikve in a non-

digious neighborhood, fearing

lat its construction will lead to

ie establishment of a haredi

immunity there.

During the protest, angry

ords were exchanged between
•sidents of the Ha'irisim neigh-

arhood and haredim, and the

vo sides almost came to blows.

A sign at the site indicates

iat a complex will be built by

ie Ma’ayan Hatorah organiza-

on which will include a syna-

jgue, a study hall, a mikve and

library.

“We are protesting the fact

iat they are building something

aredi here in the middle of a

on-religious neighborhood,”

lid neighborhood resident Si-

ll Shaked. "And who says to-

lorrow they won't try to close

Ef the street? They've already

arted asking about prices of

omes here, and say the people

re from Safed and have a lot of

loney to buy homes.”
Mayor Adi Eldar said the mu-

cipolity is continuing to pro-

:de religious services just as it

rovides other necessary ser-

ies. “In a relatively new

sighborhood, which includes

jrtdreds of homes, there must

; a synagogue,” he said, add-

tg that for now only the syna-

>gue would be built. “It’s too

id that they’re raging a world

ar over a synagogue in Kar-

tiel,” be added. (Mm)

Netanyahu approves multinational

monitoring group proposal
IN HIS first substantive foreign

policy decision since his victory,

prime minister-elect Binyamin
Netanyahu approved a proposal

for the formation of a multina-

tional monitoring group, which
was to be established in the after-

math of Operation Grapes of

Wrath.
Netanyahu’s approval included

his own “comments," an aide

said, but apparently leaves intact

the principles underpinning the

outgoing Peres government's ne-

gotiating position.

In the past, the Likud has

been critical of the results of

Operation Accountability

(1993) and Grapes of Wrath,

leaving some- wondering wheth-

er Netanyahu would seek to im-

plicitly or explicitly scuttle the

monitoring format in favor of a

unilateral approach by Israel in

southern Lebanon.
“I think you can see .this deci-

sion as a first signal that the
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prime minister-elect means what
he says that be is serious about
the peace process,” the aide said.

He noted that the people who
are to inspect complaints by Isra-

el or Lebanon of a violation of

the US-brokered April cease-fire

of Grapes ofWrath are “moni-
tors" who on specific occasions

investigate the site in question

and are not permanent “peace-

keepers” in the area. Israel has

never viewed UNIFTL as an ef-

fective peacekeeper of southern

Lebanon.
The whole notion ofa monitor-

ing group was to enforce the

cease-fire, which was designed to

keep civilians both in the Galilee

and in southern Lebanon out of

harm's way.
The premier-elect and top

aides were extensively briefed on
the monitoring group last week
by Foreign Ministry Director-

General Uri Savir and top IDF
officials. The Netanyahu decision

was forwarded to Savir yester-

day, and now diplomats from Is-

rael, the US, France, Syria and
Lebanon are supposed to ham-
mer out the final terms, probably
in Washington.
Netanyahu hasmade clear that

he would not undertake major
policy changes without first being

thoroughly briefed, and being

given a chance to see all classified

information relating to che issue

at hand.
Indeed, away from the spot-

light on coalition negotiations,

the premier-elect spends several

hours a day receiving what some
call “tutorials” on the issues at

band from top military and civil-

ian officials, inducting the intelli-

gence community. Among the is-

sues that Netanyahu has been
briefed on include the Lebanon
monitoring group, Hebron and
the Oslo 2 accord.
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Imprisoned Palestinian human rights

activist: My life is in danger
A SENIOR Palestinian human

rights activist charged with drug

possession claims be was framed

and his life is in danger, in a letter

smuggled out of Gaza Prison in

which he pleaded for help.

“I have been beaten and my
life is in danger. They are trying

to frame me with drug charges.

Rescue me, the situation is dan-

gerous," the letter from Dr. Eyad

Sarraj said, according to AP
which said it had seen a copy of it.

Sarraj ,
a psychiatrist and direc-

tor of the Independent Palestin-

ian Commission for Citizens’

Rights, was arrested Sunday

night On Tuesday, plainclothes

police searched the Gaza Mental

Health Center which he founded

and claimed to find 95 grams of
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hashish among his papers.

Public Prosecutor Khalid Qi-

drab said that the office was raid-

ed because “we had information

that he had drugs. Those who
support Mr. Sarraj look at him as

a defender ofhuman rights but he

is human, not an angel.” He de-

nied that Sanaj was beaten. “It is

a big lie,” he said. “1 saw him.

We don't beat anyone. Anyone

who complains of beating com-

plains to us.” .

Sarraj was arrested last-month

after giving an interview in The

New York Times ia which he

complained that he was 100 times

less free to publish bis opinions

under the Palestinian Authority

than under Israeli occupation.

He was released after nine days,

following a published apology to

PA President Yasser Arafat for

any unintended personal offense

he may have caused.

After his release, the CPCCR
-said it would sue Qidrah for

wrongful arrest, although it was

clear Arafat had ordered it. Last

week Sarraj wrote to Arafat ex-

plaining that ‘instead of control-

ling me you should control the

mechanism which undermines ac-

cepted standards of human
limits.

”

Several members of the Pales-

tinian Council, including Hanan
Ashrswi, former director of the

IPCCR, and Dr. Haidar Abdel-
(Contmued on Page 2)

Peres said to favor

national unity gov’t
PRIME Minister Shimon Peres

tends to favor the option of a
national unity government,
Channel 1 reported yesterday.

According to the report,

Peres told people dose to him,
“I am not a private person”
and “Labor must be a partner

to the political process,” com-
ments indicating his support

for establishing a unity
government.

Peres was also quoted as say-

ing, “Labor cannot enter a
government in which the peace
process is not ensured” and “I

don't need mediators, I have
direct contact [with prime min-

ister-elect Binyamin Netan-
yahu] on every matter.”

Senior Labor sources say Peres
•

is willing to consider a serious offer

to join a unity government if it

comes from Netanyahu, but that at

this point the chances are still

greater for a Likud government.
Political observers believe that

even after a coalition is put togeth-

er, it will not be the final word, for

Netanyahu is then expected to

make a national unity offer to.La-

bor.
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Even if he only intends it as a
courtesy, there are known to be a
substantial number of Labor MKs
who are eager to participate in a
unity government. In that case,
the thinking is that all of the Li-
kud’s partners will keep their port-
folios. the number of ministers
would be increased from the pre-
sent 18, and the Likud and Labor
would then have eight ministers
each.

Sources close to Peres said this

week that, in addition to Peres,
ministers Ehud Barak, Yossi Bei-
lin, Avraham Shobat, and Binya-
min Ben-Eliezer favor joining the
Likud in a unity government.
Peres aides counseling him to
make this move, if it presents it-

self, maintain that Labor’s influ-

ence and power would always be
greater as part of the government
than in opposition.

Peres and Netanyahu have been
maintaining frequent phone con-
tact, and their two meetings were
reported to be friendly, positive,

and filled with cooperation and
mutual respect.

Peres made it dear yesterday

that he has no intention of retiring

from political life or from Labor's
leadership, and intends to devote
himself to the party's rehabilita-

tion. Peres also does not intend to
advance elections for Labor's lead-

ership, which must take place

within 14 months after the elec-

tions, according to the party's

constitution.

Peres stressed that he will not
make any announcement concern-
ing his future plans “until the next

government is formed, which I

hope will be next week. Then I will

say what I have to say.”

Peres reportedly took a grim
view of Foreign Minister Ehud
Barak’s attempts to advance La-
bor’s leadership showdown, and
may now consider Barak his rival.

Labor sources said Barak made a
mistake when be started pushing
himself as Peres's successor at this

early stage.

Tile Channel 1 report suggested

that if a unity government is ulti-

mately formed, and Labor gets the

Defense Ministiy, it will be Peres
who mans the post rather than
Barak. In such a constellation, Ba-
rak might find himself faring a
Peres-Haim Ramon front

Sarah Honig contributed to this

report.

NRP in as coalition talks seesaw
COALITION talks with the Na-
tional Religious Party were back
on track yesterday, but derailed

with Yisrael Ba'aliya. which
broke offtalks claiming it is being

discriminated against.

Likud insiders, however, main-
tained that prime minister-elect

Binyamin Netanyahu remains in-

tent on presenting his govern-

ment next week to the Knesset,
which convenes on Monday.

Their optimism was buoyed by
a radical improvement in rela-

tions with the NRP. which was
reportedly pleased with the new
offer put to it yesterday for a

heftier second portfolio.

A further breakthrough was
reported over the nettlesome Re-
ligious Affairs portfolio. A rota-

tion agreement has apparently

been forged with hospitalized

Shas leader Aryeh Deri.

Contacts with United Torah
Judaism and The Third Way are

also repotted going well (story.

Page 12).

The Third Way wants a firmer

commitment on the Golan in the
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coalition guidelines, which is not
seen as problematic.

But the guidelines on religious

affairs have not been finalized,

and difficulties could arise with

Yisrael Ba’aliya. which does not

want a more stringent religious

status quo.

Yesterday’s major develop-
ment came in a meeting, between
Netanyahu and NRP leader Ze-
vulun Hammer, when the NRP
was offered a better second port-

folio than Communications,
which so insulted it a day earlier.

Die two agreed to keep the

new offer strictly under wraps,

which prevented Hammer from
divulging the information even to

members of his party’s new Knes-
set faction.

The upshot was a spate of spec-

ulation over which portfolio the

NRP was offered in addition to

Education. Among those named
was Labor and Social Affaire

(known to have previously been
earmarked for Shas), or Industry

and Trade (assumed to have been
offered to Yisrael Ba'aliya), or
Housing (already eagerly coveted
by UTJ and YB and said to have
been set aside for Ariel Sharon),
or Transport (reportedly offered

to Sharon along with Housing).
Likud insiders do not rule out

the possibility that Housing will

go to UTJ and Transport to the

NRP. They also say that, in the

end, Sharon will be giver. Fi-

nance. but without the budget di-

vision, which is slated to be
moved to the Prime Minister’s

Office.

Another set of rumors floated

yesterday claims that control of
the Broadcasting Authority will

not be moved from Education for

the time being, and will be anoth-

er candy offered Hammer. The
opposing rumor is that Netan-
yahu is intent on privatizing the

IBA, which Hammer opposes,
and so the deal with Hammer was
that the DBA would go to the

Prime Minister's Office.

Finally, if the Likud grapevine
(Continued on Page 2)

Soldiers'

Scholarship

Fund

Friends of the

Open University

of Israel

A
The Open

University of

Israel

A Salute to Israel's Soldiers
Honoring IDF soldiers who are combining

academic studies with army service.

Under the patronage of President Ezer Weizman

Program:
* Concert of light classical music by the Chamber Orchestra of

the Education and Gadna Corps.

* Greetings by President Weizman
* Festive dinner

‘Awarding of scholarships to outstanding student soldiers

* Comedian Tuvia Tzafir, in a special performance:

“Academia and Government - Who is Mimicking Who.
"

Sunday, June 16, 1996, at 7:30 p.m.

at the Dan Hotel, Rehov Hayarkon, Tel Aviv

Tickets are still available. All proceeds are devoted to scholarships

for soldiers in active service studying at the Open University.

Tickets: NIS 250 a ticket

Donations: NIS 500 per couple

Tickets can be purchased at the Friends of the Open University.

16 Rehov Klausner. Ramat Aviv, Tel Aviv

Tel. 03-6410751, 03-6460208/9, Fax. 03-6460708

This ad is presented as a public service by The Jerusalem Post
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Netanyahu delays US trip
PRIME minister-elect Binyamin
Netanyahu is postponing his

scheduled inaugural visit to the

US until early July, his aide Dan-
ny Naveh said yesterday, insisting

time is needed both to properly

prepare for the visit and enable a

smoother transition so the gov-

ernment can at least begin its

work.

Even if Netanyahu succeeds in

putting together a government by
next Monday, as some of his top

aides hope, the target date of

June 25 would have only given

him one week to strange an
American visit

Yet with coalition negotiations

bogged down with some of the
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religions parties, it remains un-

clear whether Netanyahu could
even put together a coalition by
June 17 as his aides desired.

Moreover, observers speculate

that if Netanyahu remains locked

into an early US date, his coali-

tion partners could seize upon
this to obtain more advantageous

terms, believing that the premier-

elect is in a hurry to conclude the

bargaining.

One possible by-product to the

decision to delay going to the US
is deflating the diplomatic build-

up leading to next week's Arab
summit in Cano. It seems the

timing of the June 21-23 parley

was designed intentionally to in-

fluence Netanyahu’s meeting
with President B31 Clinton imme-
diately thereafter.

One idea that has been consid-

ered for Netanyahu's visit to the

US is a commemoration of the

20th anniversary of tire Entebbe

rescue cm July 4, 1976, when the

premier’s brother Yonatan was
killed.

It remains unclear whether Ne-
tanyahu will make the US his first

foreign stop. After his election in'

1992, Yitzhak Rabin made his

symbolic first trip to Cairo.

Milo: Netanyahu must
meet Arafat eventually

IF the new government is serious

about making peace with the Pal-

estinians, sooner or later prime

minister-elect Binyamin Netan-

yahu must meet with Palestinian

Authority President Yasser Arar

fat, Tel Aviv Mayor Ronni Milo

said yesterday, a day after meet-

ing senior PLO Executive Com-
mittee member Faisal HcsseinL

Milo voiced confidence Netan-

yahu would meet with Arafat,

but said he does not know when.

“Eventually it will happen. 1

don't know when it will occur or

how.”

Meanwhile, Netanyahu’s office

yesterday issued a vague state-

ment on the future of Jerusalem’s

Orient House following visits

there by several foreign diplo-

mats on Tuesday. The statement

said the Netanyahu government’s

policy on Orient House would be

“different” from its predecessors,

but aides would not elaborate.

During the campaign, Netan-

yahu and other top Likud offi-

cials pledged to close Orient

House. But immediately after the

election, Jerusalem Mayor MK
Ehud Olmert signaled that the
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new government may reconsider

this position if foreign diplomats

stopped visiting there, thus re-

ducing its political significance.

Milo said he met with Husseini

after consulting with a top Netan-

yahu aide. “I wouldn’t have held

a meeting like this had there been

opposition on Netanyahu's part,”

Milo said on Army Radio. “I sip-

pose [Husseini’s] intention was to

show that the doors are open.”

Milo insists be did not discuss any

diplomatic matters with Husseini

However, it remains unclear

whether Netanyahu actually au-

thorized the meeting. Political

sources insist Milo phoned in ad-

vance to consult, but when Ne-

tanyahu faflwi to return his can,

Milo interpreted this as a go-

ahead.

Yesterday afternoon, in an ap-

parent bid to distance itself from

the Milo meeting, Netanyahu’s

office issued a statement that

only Netanyahu can designate

someone to speak on his behalf

with “the Arab or international

arena.” For example, the pre-

mier-elect has designated foreign

policy adviser Dore Gold to be a

conduit to top Palestinian Au-
. thority official Mahmoud Abbas.

However, several Palestinians

are apparently trying to serve as

conduits themselves, since Ne-

tanyahu refuses to directly deal

with Arafat. New Ijknd MK Gid-

eon Ezra, a farmer top official in

the General Security Service,

says he has been approached by

unspecified Palestinians to set up

a channel of communication.

While there were disputes

within the Likud about whether

Milo acted with authorization,

the very notion of meeting with

PLO officials does not disturb Li-

kud officials anymore; a sea

change from their past impas-

sioned opposition to such

meetings.

“We’re no longer dedicating

our lives to delegitimizing the

PLO. We have been there and it’s

over. We're not going to fight

past wars,” Likud MK Tzahi

Hanegbi said. “We are going to

negotiate with the Palestinian

Authority.”

An IDF soldier watches as two Palestinian men
out of the town yesterday.

to partially poll

.
(Reuter)

US official downplays missec

Hebron Withdrawal deadline
ASSISTANT Secretary of State

for Near East Affairs Robert Pel-

letreau yesterday dismissed con-

cern oyer the delayed Israeli

withdrawal from Hebron, saying

the matter must be worked out

between incoming premier Bin-

yamin Netanyahu and the Pales-

tinian Authority.

In a hearing before the House

International Relations Commit-
tee, Peiletreau also reiterated, in

response to a question, that the

US "will continue to deduct from

the loan guarantees to Israel any

amount it spends on settlements

in the territories.
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The hearing was Congress’s

first with an administration offi-

cial since Netanyahu won office

two weeks ago, and Peiletreau

was peppered with questions on

what direction the peace process

would now take.

Committee members also

asked several times whether the

arfnifnisfTatimi believed the PNC
had changed the PLO covenant;

and Peiletreau responded that h
had.

He repeatedly toed the admin-

istration’s line that the US would

reserve judgment on the new
government until Netanyahu as-

sumes office and outlines official

policies.

On Hebron, which the IDF
was to have redeployed from yes-

terday, Peiletreau noted that

deadlines on implementing the

Oslo agreements have passed be-

fore but that “as long as both

parties understand the reasons

why they’re not met and continue

to discuss them and work toward

solutions and the directum is pos-

itive, then' the deadline itself

doesn’t mean so much.”

“I think we heed to lode at the

attitude awl direction as much as

calendar dates in this regard,” he

added.

The US hopes and expects that

Israel and the PA will “combine

to work together to implement

the agreements that have been

reached,” and that “there will be

a basis found” for resuming Jeru-

salem-Damascus talks, he said.

Regarding Netanyahu's . vic-

tory, Peiletreau said the US sees

“no bar to us developing” as

dose a relationship with the new

premier as it bad with Shimon

Peres and that “everything did

not go out the window” in the

process with Netanyahu’s

victory.

He said Netanyahu recognizes

the “hew currents” in the Middle

East as an outgrowth of the peace

process and that Netanyahu
would not want Hand’s gains to

“dissipate.”

“Thai is why he has readied

out to Arab leaders in his initial

.phone calls. ... I think that we
have a basis there to develop a

working relationship with the

new government — based on sup-

port for a peace process and go-

ing forward.” . .

Palestinians

cancel council

meeting

Arab diplomats meet in Ramat Gan Senior Islamic Jihad leader charged
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THE 88-member Palestinian

Legislative Council canceled a

meeting in Nablus yesterday in

solidarity with 22 members from

Gaza who did not turn up be-

cause they refused to be searched

at the Erez checkpoint

The council decided it was an

issue of principle, since the legis-

lators were elected to represent

both the West Bank and Gaza

Strip, and were therefore entitled

to fine access to both areas.

However a spokesman for the

government coordinator said Is-

rael was entitled to check them

for security reasons like any other

Palestinian leaving Gaza, the ra-

dio reported.

Security measures have been

stepped up since the spate of sui-

cide bombings which ended

March 4, but council members

have met in Ramallah and Beth-

lehem since then and say there

were not searched on those

occasions.

Council member Ziad Abu
Amr said the security claim was

ridiculous as all members were

checked by Israel when they ran

in the election for the council and

were not considered security

risks. As council members they

should have VIP passes.

ARAB diplomats, representing

four of the six countries with lega-

tions in Israel, met yesterday for

the first time to consult on their

peace process positions, and
pledged to hold regular sessions

in the future.

A 90-minute meeting was held

at the Jordanian Embassy in Ra-

mat Gan, attended by foe senior

diplomats of Jordan, Egypt, Tu-

nisia and Mauritania. Future ses-

sions will be held on a rotating

basis among the Arab missions

here.

Representatives of Morocco
and Oman, which like Tunisia

and Mauritania hold quasi-diplo-

matic ties with Israel, could not

attend because they were out of

the country.
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After the meeting, JordaSian

Ambassador OupffeHjfai said 'foe
.

session demonsfratefc how “Arab

representation in Israel has be-

come significant, and we saw fit

to tun this into one grouping just 1

as there are Arab diplomatic

groupings in other capitals and

other regional groupings of diplo-

mats here in Israel

“The fact that there are six

Arab countries with representa-

tives here in Tel Aviv is quite an

achievement. We are part of a

small but growing peace lobby

among Arab countries,” Rifai

added.

Rifai became ambassador to Is-

rael at the end of March, after the

previous envoy, Marwan
Muasher, was elevated to minis-

ter of information in foe new Jor-

danian government

While it is believed foe Arabs
discussed consultations in ad-
vance of next week’s Arab sum-
mit in Cairo, the Jordanian envoy

denied the consultations in Tel
Aviv could be seen in that

context

After yesterday’s meeting, vet-

eran Egyptian ambassador Mo-
hammed Bassionny indicated

that Israelis should not be anx-

ious. about the Cairo summit “If

the new government in Israel

moves forward on peace, I assure

you that it will have all the sup-

port among the Arabs,” he said.

(Continued from Rage 1)

is to be trusted. Hammer will per-

sonally reign over yet another

empire, for a while - Religious

Affairs. The compromise over

this much-contested ministry is

that foe Kdnnatinn minister (slat-

ed to be Hammer) will also serve

for two years as Religious Affairs

minister with a Shas deputy. For

foe next two years, a Shas minis-

ter will take over the Religious

Affaire portfolio and have a dep-

uty minister from the NRP.
Shas MK Raphael Pinhasi said

last night foe agreement with his

party “is practically finalized.

Not much remains to be dealt

with.”

TALKS

In Loving Memory

27 years have passed since the tragic loss ofmy dearest

beloved husband, our father, grandfather and brother

the Pianist

No sooner did the crisis with

the NRP appear to have been
resolved, than Yisrael Ba’aliya

announced that it was breaking

off negotiations with the Likud.

YB says it is being discriminat-

ed against and taken for granted.

While die NRP gets two well-

padded portfolios and other
perks, YB, with only two fewer

MKs (foe NRP won nine seats,

YB seven), gets a single portfolio

with a puny budget - Industry

and Tradk
YB last night continned to de-

mand Housing, arguing it is an

essential tool to be used to help

redress the grievances of its vot-

ers, which it cannot do with In-

dustry and Trade.

YB was also offered a deputy

minister in foe Absorption Minis-

try, which YB leader Natan Shar-

ansky has long rejected as foe

framework least Ekely to help im-

migrants. To be offered a deputy

post in a ministry which the party

did not to begin with is seen by

YB as a slap in the face.

It is also undear what any of

the Likud ministerial hopefuls

will end up with. MK Ze’ev Begin

left his meeting with Netanyahu

yesterday without saying a word.

Likud insiders do not think he

was gratified with what he heard,

but Begin would not comment
Herb Keitton adds

:

Earlier in foe day Netanyahu

paid separate visits to the Jerusa-

lem homes of former chief rabbis

Mordechai Elisha and Avraham
Shapira, who hold a great deal of

sway within the NRP. A Likud

spokesman said the visit was to

thank the rabbis for their sup-

port, but unofficially added that

it was also an attempt to. soften up
foe NRP’s negotiating stance.

A GAZA Strip military court

yesterday
. . charged Hassan.

Hawaj, a senior member-, of^foe
Islamic Jihad^'-wifo planning in

carry out attacks against Israeli

targets and with, plotting to MU
Israeli and Palestinian °security

agents.

Hawaj, 28, was reportedly ar-

rested last march by foe General

Security Service when he tried to

return to foe Gaza Strip. His ar-
*

rest was revealed following yes-

terday’s reading of the charge

sheet at the military court at foe

Erez Junction.

According to foe charge sheet,

Hawaj underwent intensive mili-

tary training in Iran and Lebanon
and even met with Hizbullah
leader Hassan Nasrallah, who ap-

pointed him that organization’s

liaison in' tire Gaza Strip. It said

he was recruited into Islamic Ji-

had whQe attending medical
school in Algiers.

AFHEH O’SULLIVAN

His brother, Mohamfocti
Hawaj, was the leader of the Is-

lamic Jihad’s military wing, but

was killed m Gaza m June 1995.

Soon after his brother was killed,

Hawaj flew .from Algiers to Syria

and then cm to Iran to receive

support for the Islamic Jihad. He
was told to return to the Gaza
Strip to rehabilitate the move-
ment and that he would .

receive

hundreds of thousands of dollars

in aid.

Following his studies in Octo-

ber 1995, Hawaj returned to foe

Gaza Strip and started organizing

the military wing of Islamic Ji-

had.

According to the eight-page

charge sheet, Hawaj was never

officially a member of the Islamic

Jihad. Nevertheless, he under-
went weapons training at a Hiz-

bullah base in foe Bekaa valley in

Lebanon and later in Iran. Ac-
confing to the charge sheet, in

date 1994. Hawaj vested Nasrallah

who fold him Hawaj was seen as

Hizbullah’s liaison in .foe Gaza
Strip!

•
. Hawaj also planned to assassi-

nate tire head of Palestinian inter-

nal security Amin Hindi, but that

{dan never materialized. He also

initiated a membership (hive in

the West Bank, the charge sheet

said.

Hawaj was seen as the link man
between foe Islamic Jihad in the

Gaza Strip and Iran and Hizbul-

lah. He was soon to have been

appointed head of the move-
ment’s military wing, security

sources told Yediot AharonoL
According to the charge sheet,

Hawaj was planning to set up an
explosives factory in Gaza with

Iranian help and arranging for

weapons to be smuggled into the

strip.

Summit to focus on Netanyahu’s words

ELIAHU RUDIAKOW ACTIVIST

Forever lovingly remembered and sadly missed

The Family

(Continued from Page 1)

Shall met with Arafat in Nablus

yesterday and urged that he re-

lease Sarny. The matter may be

brought up in a council session.

The children and grandchildren, son and daughter-in-law of

FELIX GORDON t»t

Deeply mourn the passing of this unique man,
who will be buried at the Herzliya cemetery, Rehov Pinsker,

on Friday, June 14 (27 Sivan) at 11:00 a.m.

n.3.x.j.n

His children: Naomi and David

grandchildren and family

(Tel. 09-570791/2)

“This is a clear set-up since

Sarraj was arrested before they

found the drags,” said one mem-
ber of the council who insisted on
anonymity. “I thought we were
past these backward silly games.
The Israelis should take a posi-

tion on human rights in the terri-

tory - which is, after all, not un-

der Palestinian sovereignty - if it

wants to have a democratic
partner.”

“They are trying to humiliate
him,” said Bassem Eid of B’tse-

leni. “Sarraj has been put in Gaza
prison in a cell with criminals ”

Eid met Sarraj last Tuesday
and heard him say that his inter-

rogators warned him before he
was released last month that he

would be killed if he continued to

criticize foe PA. Qidrah said that

Sauaj would not be released until

his interrogation is over. He is to

have a remand hearing this morn-

ing, Eid stud.

A CONTEMPORARY corollary

to, the old quote of David Ben-

Gurion might be: “What the Ar-

abs do might be based upon what

the Jews say.”

As the first Arab summit in six

years convenes next week, bring-

ing together the whole Arab
world except Iraq to disenss,

among other items, foe election

of Binyamin Netanyahu, diplo-

mats and other experts make
dear that what Netanyahu says or

does until the parley convenes on
June 21 wQl have a serious impact

upon tiie outcome of the Cairo

parley.

Until then, the Arabs will be
gathering a post-election Netan-
yahu file to search for clues on his

approach to the Middle East
peace process.

As Jordan’s ambassador Omar
Rifai put it yesterday, “When the

summit convenes, they will look

at Netanyahu's statements and
the guidelines of the new govern-

ment since the election and judge
accordingly. Therefore, a posi-
tive statement in Israel will lead

to a positive statement in Cairo.”
Obviously, the converse is also

true. If the guidelines of foe new
government say that the. Golan
Heights will forever remain in Is-

raeli hands, this will give Syrian
President Hafez Assad “ammuni-
tion” in Cairo to press for a hard-

line position, diplomats say
privately.

BACKGROUND
DAVID MAKOVSKY

It appears that" Netanyahu has

become aware of this, as security,

officials have said a leaked earlier

version of foe government grade-

lines was read by Assad in Da-
mascus and contributed to the

sharp tone of the commnnique
released by Syria, Egypt and Sau-
di Arabia over the weekend.

Arab newspapers called the

guidelines which appeared last

week as “Netanyahu’s three
no’s:” the Golan, Palestinian
statehood, and Jerusalem. Some
Arab columnists say if Netanyahu
repeatedly proclaims tough posi-

tions, he cah do more for Arab
unity than any Arab has been
Able to accomplish in a long time.

The leaked version of the
guidelines that appeared- in the
press last Friday said, “In all

peace agreements, the govern-
ment will insist on Israeli

. sover-
eignty on the Golan Heights.”

Yet in a revised draft of foe

guidelines issued by the Likud
faction this week this sentence
did hot appear. The guidetines
emphasized instead

,
that talks

with Syria would continue with-
out preconditions. Moreover,
references to settlements were
modified.

Some issues may remain unam-
biguous. For example, foe 1992

guidelines issued when the Rabin
government was formed also in-,

eluded a reference (section four)

to a “united and whole Jerusalem

under Israeli sovereignty.”

At the same time, Arabs may
expect that Netanyahu not repeat

what he said on the campaign

'

trail that he will not adhere to

Oslo’s commitment for the issue

of Jerusalem to even be dis-

cussed. One official said privately

that how things are phrased _ are

critical

“Saying things in a favorable

rather than negative way does not

mean you have given up any-

thing,” he said.

The issue is not only the gov-
ernment guidelines, but if a gov-
ernment forms next week the Ar-
abs will -be Unerring very closely

to Netanyahn’s maiden Knesset
speech.

So far, however, Netanyahu is

receiving relatively high marks

from Arab and Western diplo-

mats demonstrating post-election

caution and restraint.

~ Just as Israelis say they like to

hear what Arabs say in Arabic,
Arabs now want to hear what
Israelis say in Hebrew.

Tost’ editorjoins Netanyahu staff

JERUSALEM Post president and publisher Yehuda -Levy amwimH
yesterday that executive editor David Bar-ZDan has been granted a
leave of absence, effective June 21, to join prime miruster-deagnate
Binyamin Netanyahu’s staff as head of policy planning and communi-
cations in the Prime Minister’s Office. . Jerusalem Post Staff

Grateful thanks to

Prof. Yk'akov Mttzner,

Prof. Reuben Or,
the day-care staff, the
hospice and home-cam

staff,and the social workers
of Hadassah hospital and
of Kupat Hodm Meuhedet
for.iheirdevoted care and

treatment of the late

PETER MUNAYYER.
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Dpri remains

> in hosnital

NEWS

SHAS leader MK Aryeb Den
*

was expected to remain in the
hospital overnight to recover
fiorn the slight stroke he suffered
Monday.
Deri was -hospitalized after los-

ing the feeling in his left side and
experiencing chest pains. An
examination revealed he had suf-
fered a minor cerebro-vascular
accident due to stress, apparently
caused by a radio, interview-
regarding reports be was trying to
manipulate his way out ofhis trial.

Tests showed Deri suffered no
other damage from the stroke,
but doctors decided to keep him
in the hospital for another dayfor
observation. He was reported in
good condition.
Meanwhile, his defense con-

cluded presentation of its “no
case" defense in Deri’s trial in
Jerusalem District Court. The
court will now recess to allow

both defense and prosecution
representatives to travel to
England to bear testimony from
Meir Brown, considered a central
witness. The court is to recon-
vene on June 30, when the prose-
cution' will respond to the
defense’s argument, which says
that, the 'prosecution failed to
prove the charges it made against
Deri.

Yesterday, lawyer Gflad Blaii,

representing Yom Tov Rubin
who is also accused in the case,
completed the “no case" presen-
tation, saying that claims his
client and others accused in tine

case bribed Deri to help them get
alternate land’for housing could
not be true, since there would
have been no need to do so since
Deri himself also had an interest

in obtaining an alternate, rite for
the housing project in question.

(Mm)

Rubinstein: Roman
menagerie mosaic
will be displayed
Jerusalem Post Staff and news

THE rare 1 ,600-year-old Roman
mosaic floor discovered in Lod
will eventually be put on display
either in die city where it was
found or at the Israel' Museum,
Education and Culture Minister
Amnon

.
Rubinstein said yester-

day, during a visit to the site

where it was found.

Archeologists uncovered the
mosaic depicting a menagerie of
wild animals in vibrant colors

that appear unfaded by the pas-
sage of time.

“We carried out a test dig here
because the municipality wanted
to widen the road," said archae-

ologist Miriam Avisar. “We
came across this magnificent
mosaic which dates from die late

Roman period, approximately
from the end of the third century

to the beginning of the fourth."

The mosaic, apparently the

floor of a large room in a Roman
villa, is filled with scenes of
wild animals - lions, tigers,

leopards^ elephants, -horses and
.antelopes - on the prowl or as

prey.

Blood dripping from a horse

attacked
,
by a tiger shone Might

yesterday as archeologists used,

brushes and water to remove
centuries of dust. An ancient

sailing ship, rode the waves
along with fish twice its size.

“We have almost never foimd

a mosaic as complete as this one

.

in Israel dating from this peri-

od,” Avisar said.

She said Lod was. a rich city

during Roman' times.
- “It was on the crossroads from
Gaza to Damascus and from
Jaffa to Jerusalem.” Avisar said.

Baryshnikov to perform
at Caesarea

; I... . yoCHfPgEAZgM -> - - -

MIKHAIL Baryshnikov, fee world-renowned ballet danger, will visit

Israel for the first time this August, when his White Oak Dance Project

performs two shows in Caesarea's amphitheater.
'

The group is afterfee estate of its benefactor, HowardGillman,

whose support has allowed fee group to develop its modem approach to

ballet.

But in a statement released by the tour, Baryshnikov explained that he

prefers not to pigeonhole fee group’s style. -

“Classical ballet? Modem ballet? What’s the difference?" he said. To
my mind, there is good and there is bad, and I don’t really see any other

differences."
. _

Baryshnikov’s company — which includes 11 other dancers as well as

five musicians - will be visiting the country as part of a tour of Africa,

Europe, and Australia.
•

Baryshnikov, 48, was bran in Riga, and studied dance in Leningrad's

Vaganova School until age 1 6, when he jomed.the Kirov Ballet. In 1974,

while touring with the Bolshoi, be defected to Canada.

After a long stint in New York - where he worked with luminaries

such as fee City Ballet’s George Balanchine and appeared on Broadway,

television, and in movies such as White Nights - Baryshnikov founded

the Write Oak Dfrixte Project in 1990.

Study: Women didn’t count,

in election campaigns
ESTHER HECHT

NOW they’ve been counted,

and they still don't count. That

is the conclusion of two
researchers who studied the

number bf times women and

women’s issues appeared in

campaign broadcasts for the

recent elections.

Only 17% (338) of fee. total of

1,966 people who appeared in

the broadcasts were women,
according to a study by Dr.

Dafria Lemish, of the New
School of Media Studies-

College of Management, and

Dr. Chava Ttdhar, of Bar-Dan

University. There was virtually

no change from 1988, when a

similar study found that 16% of

the 2,987 people in the broad-

casts were women.
Tm disappointed by the find-

ings, because the significant

advances in women's rights jo

the past decade are not at aH

reflected in the broadcasts and

in the ways the parties related to

women’s issues," Lemish said

of the study initiated by the

Israel Women's Network, a non-

partisan women’s lobby.

“I was surprised to see women

appearing much more promi-

nently than in the past in cam-

paign material of religious par-

ties — Shas and Yemin Yisrael.

In Shas, women appeared espe-

cially in connection with educa-

tion."

The parties differed greatly

from each other in the represen-

tation they gave women in fee

broadcasts. Hadash led wife

60% women, Meretz had 29%,
Shas 25%, Labor 17%, and. the

Likud 9%. In 1988, the Arab
parties (including Hadash) had

fee highest representation of

women (16%).
Only 25 speakers (1 .3%) relat-

ed directly to subjects connect-

ed to the status of women, fee

researchers found. Also, women
appeared primarily as anony-

mous figures, or as actresses,

singers, or emcees, as opposed

to men, who appeared in leader-

ship roles. Women over 40 were
hardly seen at all.

According to Lemish and

Tidhar, These findings support

the image portrayed in fee

broadcasts; namely, that in com-

parison to topics like peace and

security, religious issues, and

Jerusalem, fee states of women

is marginal and insignificant,

and that Israeli society is run by,

and will continue to be run by.

Five men charged wife highway robbery

FsEaMKM*'-
(Hananriivzh), 2CI
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Court won’t ask
ex GSS chiefs

to testify in

Amirs’ trial

Prime minister-elect Binyamm Netanyahu (right) meets yesterday with the new president of
A3PAC, Melvin Dow. (YsndHadaa

Olmert considers his options
as he awaits his indictment

JERUSALEM .. Mayra Ehud*
Olmert, facing indictment fra his

alleged involvement in a 1988.

Likud campaign contribution

cover-up, has yet to decide
whether he will request a bearing

wife Attorney-General Michael
Ben-Yair, sources close to die

mayor said yesterday.

The mayor is consulting wife

legal advisors on what course to

take, and is confident fee allega-

tions against him win be proven
unfounded, the sources added.

B1LL HUTMAN

If indicted, Olmert could also

try to avoid going to trial by fight-

ing to keep ms Knesset immunity.

But fear option, which is opened
to all Knesset members racing

criminal charges, has not yet been
considered by the mayor, fee

sources said.

Olmert faces indictment in con-

nection wife fictitious receipts

issued by fee Likud in 1988 to

businessmen contributing to the

party, showing they spent the

money on advertising, as a way to

get around fund-raising laws.
Olmert served as party treasurer

during the 1988 election cam-
paign.

The mayor strongly denies die

allegations. The sources noted fee

case against fee mayor is based

largely on the testimony of Likud
fund-raiser Yona Reled, who him-
selfwas convicted on similar alle-

gations, and whose testimony the

court has found false in fee past.

FORMER General Security Service

chiefs Ya'acov Perry and Karmi
Gillon will not be subpoenaed to

testify in the trial of Yigal Amir,
Haggai Amir, and Dror Adani,
accused of conspiring to murder
prime minister Yhzhak Rabin and
to attack Arabs in Judea and
Samana.
Judges Amnon Strashnov, Shelly

Timan, and Ze’ev Hammer ruled
fee two would not be asked to testi-

fy. but decided to agree to a request
by Haggai Amir’s lawyer, Moshe
Meroz, to subpoena Margalh Har-
Shefi, Elyakim Haetzni, and
Avishai Raviv.

Michael Epstein, who was
detained as part of fee investigation

of fee Rabin assassination and was
suspected of conspiracy, said yes-
terday that, ‘Yigal Amir told me
feat his brother Haggai was work-
ing on a silencer.”

Epstein said he told investigators

dial Amir had said it was necessary

to set up an raganization prior to fee

IDF’s withdrawal from the territo-

ries, and Epstein had agreed to join.

However, under cross-examination,

Epstein admitted Amir did not say

anything specific about such an
organization, gathering arms, or

attacking Arabs.

Yisrael Shiryon, die Amirs' uncle

and the security coordinator for the

Shave i Shomron settlement, testi-

fied that he had filled out a blank

form- signed by fee district deputy
brigade commander and recom-
mending that weapons be given to

whoever presented it - wife the

name ofHaggai Amir, who was liv-

ing wife him at die time.

Shiryon admitted that the deputy
brigade commander did not know
Amin Shiryon said be had recom-
mended to Haggai Amir that he
change his address to Shavei

Shomron so he could more easily

obtain a weapons license from die

Interior Ministry. (Itim)

Teachers in North to hold warning strike

The Histadrut Teachers Union is to hold a two-hour warning strike on
Sunday to protest against what the union called the capricious firing of
40 tenured teachers. The strike will affect fee entire educational system
from kindergarten through high school, which will begin classes at 10
a-m. The northern school district includes Kiryat Shmona, Tiberias,

Nazareth, Beit She’an, Nahariya, Acre, Karmiel, Safed, Afula, and their

adjacent areas. Jerusalem Post Staff
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WORLD NEWS

Yeltsin vows
violence will

not stop
Russian poll
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Islamists
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TIMOTHY HERITAGE
MOSCOW

PRESIDENT Boris Yeltsin vowed
yesterday not to let violence dis-

rupt Russia's presidential election

after four people wens killed in a
bomb blast on the Moscow under-

ground.
Yeltsin called for calm before

Sunday's poll as Communists and
nationalists marched through
Moscow to mark Russia’s
Independence Day. Some of them
carried anti-Yeltsin banners.

More than 2,000 Communists
marched under red Soviet flags to

the former headquarters of the

KGB security police and national-

ist Vladimir Zhirinovsky pushed
his campaign to become president

in a separate march. Both rallies

ended peacefully.

Yeltsin condemned Tuesday ’s

bomb blast at Tulskaya under-

ground station in southern
Moscow, in which two men and
two women were killed, as a "sav-

age, barbaric act”.

"The best response to the

machinations of the extremists

will be a vote on June 16, a vote

for civil peace, for stability, for

the future of Russia," he said in a

message to the people of Moscow.
Presidential spokesman Sergei

Medvedev quoted Yeltsin as say-

ing: The Russian election will go
ahead as scheduled."

No one claimed responsibility

for the bomb, which went off

under a seat in a metro car.

Moscow Mayor Yuri Luzhkov
said he could not rule oat the pos-

sibility that Chechen separatists

had planted it, but offered no evi-

dence to support this. The
Chechen diaspora in Moscow
called the attack "barbaric" and

sent its condolences.

Luzhkov, a Yeltsin ally, said the

bomb was intended as a blow

against his own bid for re-election

on Sunday. His-running mate,
Valery Shantsev, was hurt in a

bomb attack last Friday.

Yeltsin, 65, leads most opinion

polls for Sunday's election, which
will decide the fate of reforms.

Communist leader Gennady
Zyuganov, 51, says his party's

own polls put him ahead of the

Kremlin leader.

Neither is likely to win an over-

all majority on Sunday and they

are expected to fight a run-off in

early or mid-July.
Communists were in no mood to

celebrate yesterday's national hol-

iday marking Russia's declaration

of sovereignty within the Soviet

Union in 1990. It is also the fifth

anniversary of Yeltsin coming to

power.
“We voted for Yeltsin and the

country fell, fell, fell. Now we
need another change," said 61-

year-old Lida Ivanova, who joined

the Communist Party in 1993.

Some of the Communists had
banners supporting the radical

communist Working Russia party.

A few carried placards saying

"Yeltsin is an enemy of the peo-

ple" - evoking a phrase used dur-

ing the purges of late Soviet dicta-

tor Josef Stalin.

In the far eastern port of.

Magadan, a memorial was
unveiled to the millions who died

in Stalin's slave labor camps. It

was the first monument of its kind

in Russia to commemorate them.
**We have to stop a return to the

time when killing and death was a

normal affair,” Alexander
Yakovlev, a member of Yeltsin's

campaign team, echoing Yeltsin's

charges that victory for Zyuganov
would mean a return to the past

Zyuganov denies this.

Residents of Russia’s Yamal peninsula on the Arctic Ocean cast their ballots earlier this week in their presidential elections. Most of

Russia will be voting next week. ~

.
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New Indian government wins vote of trust
INDIAN Prime Minister H.D. Deve Gowda
won a vote of confidence in parliament yester-

day, ending six weeks of political tumult in the

world's most populous democracy.
The government won by voice vote after a

12-hour debate over two days.

The modem is adopted," P.S. Sangma,
speaker-of the lower house, told the lawmakers
at the end of the nationally-televised session.

The prime minister's center-left government
had the support of some 332 lawmakers in the

545-member house and had been expected to

breeze through the vote.

Deve Gowda's United Front alliance has

some 190 members and had been promised die

support of former prime minister Narasimha
Rao’s Congress party, which finished a humil-
iating second in the general elections in April

and May with 1 40 seats.

The opposition Hindu nationalist Bharatiya

Janata Party (BJP) has 195 members. A short-

lived BJP government headed by Atal Bihari

Vajpayee resigned on May 28 when it became

JAWED NAQVI

NEW DELHI

clear it could not muster support to win a con-

fidence vote.

The two-day debate was overshadowed by
the BJP’s efforts to rake up corruption issues in

an effort to embarrass the new government and

its ally, Rao's formerruling Congress party.

Federal police said yesterday they had regis-

tered a case linking Rao to allegations a

regional party received money to help him
defeat a no-confidence motion in 1993.

The Central Bureau of Investigation (CBJ)

filed the case after the Supreme Court on
Tuesday upheld a lower court order directing

the agency to register a -fresh probe* into the

allegations.

Analysts said the case added pressure on
Rao to step down at a meeting of Congress
leaders set for today.

On Tuesday the BJP sought to exploit a fer-

tilizer scandal. Federal police said a suspect in

the scandal, which involved kickbacks, had
implicated one of Narasuxfoa Rao’s sons, RV.
Prabhakar Rao. Prabhakar Rao has denied the

charges.

Deve Gowda detailed the progress of the

investigations in the fertilizer scandal and

promised to put the facts before the house once

the enquiry was over.

"After die enquiry, 1 am going to place the

details before the house," the 63-year-old

prime minister said.

He denied that the Congress party was
putting pressure on die government to hush up
the fertilizer scandal

“No Congress leader up till now has dis-

cussed die issue. Nobody has interfered in this

matter up till now," Deve Gowda said.

The next hurdle for Deve Gowda win be to

present a budget for the 1996/97 financial year

thatbegan onApril 1, balancing the interests of

his coalman partners who range from free

traders to Communists.

US may extend troop deployment in Bosnia f
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ground in Bosnia with NATO
forces next year if needed to pre-

vent an outbreak of wart/US
Defense Secretary William Perry

said yesterday. In his most far-

reaching comments to date on an
extended US mission in Bosnia,

Feny raised tire possibility ofcon-
tinued use ofNATO air power or

of a ground-based "rapid-reaction

force" that could quash renewed
fighting among the ethnic fac-

tions.

Petty was uncertain whai deci-

sion NATO would make, but was
unequivocal that the United States

should stay the course with its

allies.

"NATO will not want simply to

give up on die investment that

JOHN DIAMOND

SKOPJE, Macedonia 7
T:
"

they’ve made in Bosnia and if

they feel that some further action

is necessary to preserve the peace

in Bosnia, they may vety well

determine to maintain a NATO
force to do that,” Peny told

reporters en route to this Balkan
nation.

“If they make that decision, it

would be my recommendation that

the United States participate in that

decision, and participate in any
force that is so designated, includ-

ing ground troops,” Perry said.

Those comments raised the

specter for President Clinton of a

pre-election decision to prolong

the US military presence in die

war-torn region. As outlined by
Peny, the likely options would
involve a force far smaller than

the roughly 20,000 US troops par-

ticipating in NATO’s Peace
Implementation Force (IFOR).
But the decision would require an

admission by Clinton dial NATO’s
work could not be done in a single

year, as advertised lastDecember at

die outset of die ntisaon.

It is also possible, according to

Perry, that the critical decisions

about a continuing military mis-
sion in Bosnia could be delayed

until after the US presidential

election in November. Peny noted

fo9t NATO’s major annual meet-
ings of foreign ministers and
.defease ^.chiefs .take, place in
t)^embCT.

Perry’s remarks go far beyond
past comments by die defense
secretary and top US commanders
in Europe about a modest exten-

sion ofIFOR into January. On that

subject. Perry reiterated past state-

ments that some reduced element
of IFOR may remain past the

December 20 date originally

given as the deadline for total

pullout ofUS ground troops along
with the rest of IFOR.
Peny is beginning a five-day

European trip that will include

meeting with NATO allies in

Belgium.
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THE GIFT THAT LASTS
A WHOLE YEAR' . .

Perfect Birthday gift

Origmal Bar/Bat Mtzva
A subscription to The Youth Magazines of The Jerusalem Pt

ZOOM YOURS
English for children Easy English

for ages 9-12 for ages 1 2-14

This is the cruise you've been looking for!

The delights of the 17,000 ton luxury liner, RHAPSODY, with its

international cuisine, pool, shops, casino, night club, movies, exercise

rooms, etc., are yours to enjoy. In addition, your group will be

accompanied by Dr. Yossi Goell of The Jerusalem Post, noted writer,

lecturer and traveler.

Dr. Goell will give eight on-board lectures, giving the historical

background of and highlighting the interesting places you will visit -

Rhodes, Piraeus, Capri, Naples, Genoa, Alexandria and Port Said.

Cruise departs from and returns to Ashdod.
Excursions at ail ports of call - to the Jewish Quarter in Rhodes, the
Acropolis, the Blue Grotto, Pompeii, the Italian and French RKvieras,

and Cairo.

The dates: Thursday, August 28 - Sunday, Sept. 8
The cost: From $2,060 per person, sharing a double upper outside cabin,

all meals (including vegetarian), use of on-board facilities, entertainment,

private daily lectures, and more. i

Reservations and full details: ZIONTOURS, 19 Hillel St, P.O.B. 2726,

«

Jerusalem, Tel. 02-254326/7 (ask for Haim); Fax. 02-255329.

Organised by Jo-Anne Greenblatt 02-342079.

for ages 9-12

HEY THERE!
Intermediate Level

forages 14-16

STUDENT POST
Advanced Level
forages 16-18

These monthly papers appear 1 0 times a year. They contain lively and
exciting material on topics of interest to young people: sports, music, science,
fashion, current events, social problems, stories, and crosswords.

A year’s subscription to any one of the papers
NIS 89 (price includes VAT and postage)

< J

To subscribe, fill in the coupon and mail it along with a check to:

_ _

The Jerusalem Post Youth Magazines, P.O.B. 81 , Jerusalem 91000

Please send the followfng newspapers) as a gift in my name (indicate dearly which newspaper).

ZOOM YOURS HEY1HEREI STUDENT POST

Enclosed is a check for NIS payable to The Jerusalem Post
(please prim)

Recipient's name Your name

see possiuie

coalition

ANKARA (Reuter)- Members of

Turkish conservative leader Tansu

Ciller’s Tine Path Party (DYP)

said yesterday the way was open

for a government coalition with

the. powerful Islamist Welfare

PmtyCRP). •

“ADYP-RP coalition looks pos-

sible at tbe monacal. On Friday

the leaders will come, together and

it will become clearer after that,” a

DYP deputy who asked not to be

namMi told Reuters.

Other MPs from the party, said a

deal with the Islamists was under

discussion.
Islamist leader Necmettin

Erbakan, whose party has the

most members in parliament, has

been asked to form a new govern-

ment after the collapse last week

of a three-month-okl secularist

coalition.

“The path is open to a posable

DYP-RP coalition,” another of

Ciller’s MPs said. “But it is very

difficult to say what tire details of

(tomorrow's meeting) will be.”

Islamist MPS, meanwhile, said

the two parties had already begun

secret coalition talks.

Political analysts have, given

Erbakan little chance of forming a

government because of fears he

would introduce religion into pub-

lic life and veer officially secular

Turkey away from the Western

camp.
Ciller and Erbakan, who has so

far been spurned by other secular-

ist parties, are due to bold prelim-

inaxy coalition talks tomorrow.

But former premier Ciller earlier

repeated a call for a four-way secu-

larist «ifianf« to block the Islamists.

“Come and let’s get to an agree-

ment to form a government,”

Anatolian news agency quoted her

as saying in remarks aimed at

three otiier mainstream parties.

She made no reference to

reports in tbe Turkish press yester-

day that she was close to making a

deal with foe Islamists.

Several newspapers, including

the pro-Ciller Sabah daily, said

her party had agreed with Welfare

on dividing cabinet seats among
themselves.

‘Gas caused
Brazilian
maH blast’

SAO PAULO (Reiner) - Trapped

gas caused an explosion in a
crowded shopping mall that killed

aileast39 pet^jle and injuredhun-

dreds of others, officials said yes-

terday, citing preliminary find-

ings.*

They said gas trapped under the

concrete floor erf the mall’s food

court ignited, possibly as a result

of an electrical short circuit, caus-

ing Tuesday's blast

"Preliminary information we
have is that there was an accumu-
lation of gas in a concrete box
under foe floor,” stuid Jotge
Cheibub, director of Sao Paulo's

buildings department
Rescue workers continued to

dig yesterday for victims in foe

rubble of foe Osasco Shopping
Plaza, in a middle-class suburb of
SaoPaolo.

Civil defense officials coordi-

nating rescue efforts said the

death toD rose to 39 overnight,

with more than 470 people report-

ed hrnt in foe blast

. Late on Tuesday night, rescuers

recovered a month-old baby alive

from foe debris.

Guide to the
Holy Land
has everythingany visita;
resident car armchair traveller

will want to knew about the
area's history, art and
architecture. With
comprehensive and up-to-date
hotel and restaurant listings,

. advice on how to {jet abouV *

details erf the opening hours of
sites and places of interests.

JP price: NIS 95,
ind. VAT, and linlsreeL

To: Bootq, HIMiflmMl
The Jerusalem Poet;
P.O. Box 81, Jerusalem 91000.

Please send xne Guide to the Hohr
Land. Enclosed is my check.

Credit card orders accepted by
.
phone/fax

Address

ia-(dayK

y
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pi* makes a comeback
GREER FAY CASHMAN

E
VERY now and again, the
apparel mdos&y, for want of
aspiration or simply out of

a desire to blur gender differ-
ences, puts fresh emphasis on uni-
sex. That doesn’t necessarily
mean that dresses go out of style
or that men start wearing skirts.
What it does mean is that basics
imbued with flair dominate the
fashion scene.

T-shirts, tank tops, bicycle and
boxer shorts, tights (aJs.a. long
Johns) and jeans which are aS
more or less gender-free, are all
part of the increasing unisex
revival which makes it okay for
him to wc-’r her clothes and for her
to wear his without raising any
eyebrows in heterosexual circles.
French unisex guru Stephahe

Plassier recently opened his first
Israeli store at the northern end
of Tel Aviv’s Dizengoff Street

. While concentrating on simple
shapes, Plassier nonetheless suc-
ceeds in impregnating his cre-
ations with French chic, especial-
ly when playing with blocks of
stripes and monochromes. Many
of bis specifically female
designs, though inspired by
underwear, are produced in out-
erwear fabrics and not in the
bright satins and flimsy see-
through chiffons and organzas
which usually characterize
underwear as outerwear clothing.
Almost any garment looks sexy

on an attractive, well-propor-
tioned woman, but Plassier prides
himself on the fact that he also
pays attention to the needs of
women who are well over 20, and
whose proportions, though shape-
ly, are generous. Sizewise, he runs
the gamut from 34 to 48. -

Prices start at NIS 60 and go as
high as NIS 440, but on average
are well under NIS 300.
Among the local unisex brand

names is Koo-Koo, which is part
of the Rosh Indian! stable and
sold only in Rosh Ihdiani and
Topper stores.

Koo-Koo which comprises
plain, waffle and ribbed cotton-

knit, gender!ess separates, seems
to have been designed precisely

for those people who don't want
to be subject to color trends . The
color range offers all the colors of

Insurance company tries

to take driver for a ride

T-shirts and tank tops are part of the increasing unisex revival.

the rainbow - and then some, in a
variety of shades and a total of 42
choices. Prices are amazingly rea-

sonable, even lower in some cases

than (hose in the bazaar
stores which are proliferating all

over die country. The most expen-

sive item under the Koo-Koo

label is NIS 40 and die least

expensive NIS 21.

And talking of bazaar stores,

they’re well word) a second look,

especially when it comes to uni-

sex-wear. A colleague, who went
from Jerusalem to Tel Aviv on an
assignment, quickly

,
realized that

she was overdressed. Not having a

change of clothing with her, she

explored the bazaar at Ibl Aviv's

Central Bus Station and got her-

self a brand new, pure cotton uni-

sex outfit for die princely outlay

of NIS 32! And what’s more, she
looks great in it

I
F you are a government
employee who receives a car

allowance, your vehicle is

probably insured by Sahar -

though you may have selected its

newly arrived competitor Sela as
an alternative.

If you also happen to be some-
one to whom time and money are

precious, you may have found this

particular paycheck “bonus” to be
a mixed blessing.

Take the case of Y.I. Carefully

driving along a Jerusalem street

in January, she signaled and
stopped before making a turn.

Suddenly, another vehicle

slammed into her from behind,
causing her car to lurch into a
road sign.

Luckily, Y.I. was not hurt.

Unluckily, the automobile-
tuned-accordion happened to be
a shiny new Toyota.
Coincidentally, both the ‘‘smash-

er’* and the “smashee" were
insured by Sahar - the latter in

Jerusalem via Iritz. Dushinsky &
Goel, and the former in Haifa.

Since the driver of the second
vehicle had no documents on
hand (itself an offense), die pro-

vided YI. with the next best thing:

a signed note, including ID and
phone numbers, in which she

admitted fault for the accident,

The two shaken drivers then part-

ed company.
A full week went by before YJ.

received her “aggressor’s" insur-

ance policy number. Y.I. deposited

her damaged car at a nearby
garage. The bill came to NIS
4,271, of which NIS 795 was the

“deductible" Yl had to pay in

order to release the car from the

garage. She then paid NIS 293 to

a licensed assessor - recommend-
ed by her insurance agency - for

an estimate of the car's decline in

resale value. Assessor Rafi Daniel

determined the decline to be NIS
3,618.

In simple terms, Y.I. should

have been reimbursed a total of

NIS 4,706 by her insurance com-
pany. By law, this reimbursemem
should have taken place 30 days

after her claim was filed (and rel-

evant documents delivered).

Instead, Y.L received a check for

NIS 3,982 - four months and

.
CAVEATEMPTOB'.

IRUTHIE BLUMI

dozens of phone calls later. Not
only was the final sum more than
NIS 700 lower than what she
should have been paid originally,

but no linkage and interest were
added, m spite of the fact that The
Insurance Contract Act (1981)
requires a 4% annual addition to

claims paid after the 30-day peri-

od.

Agency partner David
Dushinsky attributes the lengthy
delay in payment to his client’s

unwillingness to accept Sahar *s

original offer. Not keen on the
assessor's report, Sahar had the
car examined by another assessor,
who conveniently valued the
vehicle’s resale decline much
lower. “Standard procedure in
these cases" is how Dushinsky
described the peculiar discrepan-
cy between the first and second
assessments. “In almost every
case, arguments over the amount
of damage to a car ensue. Had Y.I.

taken what was offered her, she
would have been reimbursed
months ago.” he said.

“What about interest and link-

age?" I wanted to know. “The
sum we ended up giving her -
more than our original offer -
was higher than interest and link-

age," be retorted. “After all, we
want to make gestures of good-
will towards our clients," he said

shamelessly. Funny how good-
will has a way of getting lost in

translation. “Furthermore,"
added Dushinsky. “Y.I. is not at

liberty to sue us, as she signed a

waiver upon termination of her
claim."

Not to worry, Y.I. Statements

uttered even with total confidence
are not necessarily true. Since

your letter of complaint indicated

ignorance on your pan about
Sahar’s legal obligations, the

insurance company here was not
acting in good faith. As such, you
are at liberty to sue, not only for

interest, but for “penalty” interest

as well, ar least regarding the

sums not in controversy.

YJ.. fed up with being given a
runaround, has decided to insure

her second family car with Sela,

What she - and others out there

like her - did not know is that

she is under no obligation to

insure her cars with either of

these two companies, even as a

government employee with a car

allowance.

Treasury insurance supervisor

Michael Kahana assured me that

all such employees may insure

their cars wherever they please.

The only possible caveat is that

they may have to add extra money
to do so. “The government has

long used Sahar to insure the cars

of its employees simply because
that company offered the cheapest

deal. Now Sela has offered an
equally good arrangement. There .

never has been a monopoly in this

field, nor is there one in effect

now,” he said.

This was reiterated by the

Accountant General’s Office.

Haim Fondaminsky, in charge of
insurance at this department ofthe
Treasury, provided me with a doc-
ument (dated December 6, 1 995)
circulated to all government
agency accountants, stating:

“...that every employee has the

right to insure his private automo-
bile by any insurance company he
wishes."

Keep in mind that auto insur-

ance from Sahar or Sela - due to

group rates - probably comes out
cheaper per head. But beware
that a company which handles
huge masses of people needs a

huge staff. As such, service may
be impersonal, and severely lack-

ing. Going through these chan-
nels is a bit like using Direcr

Insurance: You're on your own
when you need a break. At least

Y.I. and her colleagues can take

comfort in knowing they have a

choice.

DID YOU KNOW: The Israel

Electric Corporation can be
reached by phone 24 hours a day.

Dial 103 throughout Israel, at any
time of day and night, for infor-

mation.

You are invited to offer personal
stories about goods and services

in this country. Write tot Ruthie

Blum, POB 81. 91000 Jerusalem

Drink

PROMISING a taste that wfD linger for a
lifetime, IsaktiWktariabefiJIs a small pot
with the best new tea of spring. Then he

.

serves the tea by telling his guests not to drink

it

“Lick it" he commands. Rod it down die

tongue to savor fee subtle, even melancholy,

blend of sweetness and faint bite, the gentle

grassy scent. Then ponder the aesthetic he
hails as the “essence of green.”

“Ifyou gulp it down," he declares, “you can-

not experience green tea."

Watanabe, president of Kisakuen, a leading

producer in Japan's green tea kingdom of
Shizuoka south of Tokyo, has reason to be
rhapsodic these days. A new.study by US and
Chinese researchers shows that drinking green

tea reduces the risk of developing stomach

cancer by as much as half.

The study of Shanghai residents by the

National Cancer Institute and Shanghai Cancer

Institute, now under review for publicatioa,

follows their 1994 joint study that round green

tea consumption cut fee risk of developing

esophageal cancer by up to 60 percent. The
reduced risk was determined after adjusting for

diet, smoking habits, alcohol consumption and

other factors.

In Japan, the brew’s perceived benefits have

long been praised if not clearly proven ever

since it was introduced from China in fee 9th

century. Eisai, the founder of Japanese Zen

Buddhism, extolled it as the “elixir feat creates

fee mountain-dwelling immortal" in his 1211

tome, Drink Tea and Prolong Life. And numer-

ous studies iu Japan have indicated protective

effects against everything from cancer to tooth

decay. .

In fee last five years, international research

on green tea has proliferated, stirring excite-

ment - and virions of new market opportuni-

ties- among Watanabe and other growers here.

Shizuoka, an idyllic area of clear water and
emerald hills, produces half of Japan’s annual

tea harvest of 86,000 tons.

Yet few people outride Japan and China
drink it regularly; black tea accounts for 80
percent of world tea consumption although

there is no evidence ithas the same health ben-

efits. Growers here hope tire favorable research

will take green tea global.

Since tire 1994 Shanghai study, at least three

other studies have been conducted on green
tea, and they consistently indicate a protective

effect, said Joseph McLaughlin, fee lead NCI
researcher on fee two cancer studies who now
heads die private International Epidemiology
Institute in Rockville, Mayland.
In Shizuoka, research accelerated after a

1985 study found that residents of the town of

Nakakawane drank more than seven times the

amount of tea and suffered stomach cancer

rates only 20 percent of tire average Japanese.

They averaged about 10 cups a day, said the

study’s author, food scientist Itaro OgunL
No one yet knows why green tea could pro-

tect health. But most research is focused on tea

compounds known as polyphenols, which are

believed to combat free radicals, a potentially

destructive form of oxygen thought to cause

"e, say Japanese
cancer by damaging' healthy DNA,

. McLaughlin said.
"

However, be said the recent failore of beta

carotene — once viewed as a magic bullet - to

protea against lung cancer should caution

researchers trying to determine which com-
pound out of hundreds may be the protective

factor in green tea. He said many mare studies

are necessary, including a random clinical trial

feat could take a minimum of five years and
cost a few mtilian dollars.

Still, McLaughlin said, the field holds

promise.

“Green tea is getting into fee category of

fruits and vegetables,” he said. “Clearly, a high
' consumption of fruits and vegetables protects

individuals against cancer, and green lea could

also be an item that could protect people from
certain cancers."

Watanabe, well aware that Americans are not

likely to give up their coffee breaks for green

tea - visitors have told him it tastes like grass
- has developed a fine powdered extract to put

in food or in capsules. “If Americans eat this,

they’ll extend their lives," Watanabe says.

Even if you buy the right tea, properly mak-
ing it is an entirely different challenge. To pour
boiling water directly on the tender leaves con-
stitutes unspeakable barbarism; it must be

cooled, preferably by pouring it from kettle to

container to teapot to cup. The amount of tea

and water used, temperature and brewing time
are all delicately calibrated and vary depend-
ing on the tea variety and quality.

(Los Angeles Times)

Sparks fly as Jew sues
Marks and Spencer
over alleged bias

THE British clothing and
supermarket giant Marks &
Spencer, which is one of fee

world’s largest supporters of
Jewish and Israeli charities, was
last week sued by a Jewish
woman who claimed it was anti-

semitic.

But Rosemary Hoffman, 51,
from Wembley, northwest
London, lost her court battle

against the Jewish-owned chain.

An industrial tribunal in

England ruled in favor of M&S's
right to refuse Hoffman a
£29,000-a-year job as a food tech-

nologist, when they learned she

would refuse to eat pork and
shellfish. M&S said it was a job
requirement that their food tasters

could eat all foods.

Hoffman told the tribunal she
had many years’ experience as a

food technologist but had never
been asked to taste food before.

She said her job involved ensur-

TOM GROSS

ing the health, hygiene and safe-

ty of products, and in any case

she would be able to taste 97 per-

cent of the store’s products if

asked.

Evidence in support of Hoffman
was given by Ruth Bishop, anoth-

er applicant for the job. The 41-

year-old microbiologist said “My
female interviewer implied that I

was che wrong religion when I

told her I was Jewish.

“I did not even get to mention

that I was a vegetarian," she

added.

Dr. Thomas Clayton, of the

M&S prepared-foods department,

said a willingness to taste all

foods was “an essential part of the

job."

M&S head of recruitment

Michelle Mendelsson said the

applicants were not turned down
because they are Jewish: “I

BARGAIN BASEMENT

OFFERS

SWING - 3-seat, canopied. 04-

866238 1. _
FISH TANK - 80x40x30 cm, NIS

300. 03-5224467.
WINSTON CHURCHILL - 9

vols., paperback, various tides, NIS
50, Einstein on Peace, Bertrand

RusseQ. NIS 40. 04-8242207.

SIDECAR - of BSA motorbike,

1960s model, good condition, NIS

300.04-8385241.

5 DINING-ROOM CHAIRS -

NTS 250. 03-6428756.

CHILD CAR SEAT -

condition, top of fee range. NIS 300

o.b.o. 09-822547.
PINEWOOD COFFEE TABLE -

good condition, NIS 250. - 03-

5232440, evenings.

TELEPHONE ANSWERING
MACHINE - Panasonic, still in box,

NIS 300 o.b.o. 09-624043.

STEREO - Hannan Kartioa, com-

ponents, perfect condition, NIS 300.

06-368471 .

ROWING aBM3Sn-«ri-
tern condition. NIS 300. 02-376546,

N
PORCELAIN SINK - 60x40x20.

NIS 60; 2 folding aluminum lounge

chairs, NIS 50 each; old tin wash tub,

NIS 50. 02-765377, NS.

kea-style coffee TABLE

- pine wood, needs minorrepau^N»

ISO; carpet, 2x3 m.. gco&iMg}1®*'

gray, needs cleaning, NIS 150. 02

985
LARGE CANNING POT -

including racks, new jars, W*. NI5

250 o.b.o. 02-993 1 706, NS.

COFFEE MAKER - .ft”?

twice). NIS 150; cimisjncec. hmd-

press, new in box, NIS 150. 02-

632595.
.

150- 02-

9932843, NS.
TOYS - NIS 15-20 each; Little

Tykes Kitchen, NIS 15a Judy, 02-

242546.
SOFA - wooden, carved, NIS 300.

02-413440.
SUDES/MOVEE SCREEN - 120

cm. wide, an stand, used once, NIS
300.

02-

631177, NS.
SNEAKERS - new, size 40, white.

Avia, NIS 250. 02-617034.

SOFA BED- doable bed with stor-

age box, NIS 300. 02-666485.

BABY ACCESSORIES - Fisher

Price mobile. NIS 40; Little Tykes

play gym, NIS 50; Century swing,

MS 15a 02-870353, NS.
GLASS DINING-ROOM TABLE

- phis 4 chairs, good condition, NIS
300.

02-

710784 (from June 17 only).

SWIVEL/ROCK3NG CHAIR -

folly upholstered, good condition,

NIS 300. 02-420908.

ORIGINAL BIRKENSTOCK -

white leather, 2-strap, size 9 OEo. 38),

worn twice, NIS 80. 02-234984, NS.

BMX BOYS’ BICYCLE - 16",

girls' bicycle 20", both excellent con-

dition, NIS 150 each. 02-6584557,

Iw-
RUNNING SHOES - black, new,

approx, sire 40, NIS 15fe OTjuede,

used, approx size 42, NIS 40. 02-

6
MEN’S

5
SHOE® - Roekport

Prowaicr, black, sire 8 (41-42), NIS

^40 02-421981.
“nman-marcus WOOL
DRESS- navy, gold piping, new, NIS

200* 2 snede skirts, brown and blade,

MIS* 100. 02-439975.

LADIES’ SWEATERS.

t

new,

USA. Land’s End tunic, taupe, long-

sleeve; swearertvest set. «np«

crewneck, sire medL/laige, N1S.80

& mat-
•roircs _ excellent condition, white

headboard, ^ sets of sheets included.

02-660658.
SOFA - NIS 100; armchair, NIS

50; comforter. NIS 70; wicker shelf,

NIS 50; heater/fan, NIS 30. 02-

715682.
STEREO UP RECORDS -

Callas, Previn, Homage, to Gerald
Moore , de Los Angeles, Fischer-

Dieskau, Schwarzkopf, NIS 95. 02-

6560623.
BEC3DAN BICYCLE - NIS 200.

02-791242.
CITIZEN ANSWERING

MACHINE - without instructions,

includes transformer 02-810767. NS.
OPEN UNIVERSITY BOOKS -

series on psychology and Jewish his-

tory {From Jerusalem to Yavne), NIS
40. 02-272189.
LATIN DICTIONARY - (Lewish

& Short), NTS 200; kettle, big “grand-

ma"-style, NIS 50; make-op case, big,

never used. NIS 50. 02-865839, NS.
FISHER PRICE SANDBOX -

wife cover, good condition, NIS 190.

02-6511148. •

WALKABOUT NURSERY
MONITOR - Tomy, rechargeable,

new, never used, NIS 150. 02-

9932343
D-ART HAND-WOVEN WOOL

SCULPTURED CARPET - beige,

slightly soiled, NIS 300. 02-792749.

HAPPYBABYFOOD GRINDER
-new in box, NIS 50. 02-343470,

BEDROOM CUPBOARD - 4-

door, 1.6 m. wide, NIS 300. 02-
,

868838, eves.; 02-288208, days.

CAR SPEAKERS-NIS 120; safe,

new, 29x16cm, NIS 200. 02-6525316.

BELLY-DANCING INSTRUC-
TION BOOK - plus 2 pairs finger

cymbals, Sekova Brass, new, both

NIS 150. 02-822840.

MACRAME WALLHANGING-
wife stained glass minor and wood
shelf, perfect for entrance, NIS 50

o-bx> 02-286338, NS.
nine west loafers -

women’s size 10 (US); Champion
sneakers, men's, size 11 (US), new,

NIS 80. 02r6514155.
QUILT - NIS 75; 2 machzorim,

NIS 35 &- 45; iron, NIS 75; ironing

board, NIS 30; Torah main. NIS 30.

02-732645.
TEA/COFFEE SERVICE - silver

plated, 4 pieces, NIS 250; 2 plated

cake plates, NIS 10 each; silver plated

tray, NIS 30. 02-636741.

MAGNETIC MASSAGE BELT -

for referring fat, NIS 70. 02-724283.

2 CHILDREN'S BICYCLES -
12" and 18", NIS 100 each; sheets for

Israeli double bed, NIS 100. 02-

362638.
BABY BATH - on stand, NIS 50;

high chair, NIS 100; sal-kal, NIS 75;

pony. NIS 5. 02-822203, NS.
BABY CRIB - solid wood, good

condition, NIS 250. 02-9933126.

ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER -
Olivetti, portable, excellent condition,

NIS 300. 02-830618, NS.
MEN’S SWEATER - gold color,

size XL, from Saks Fifth Ave., NIS
150. 02-6521788, NS.

GE WALKMAN - AM/FM radio

and cassette, new in original package,

NIS 195; Ahnor water beater, NIS 5a
02-866619, after 9 am.

WANTED

FIBERGLASS SWIMMING
POOL - medium-size, good condi-

tion. reasonable price. 09-7710013.
FAX MACHINE - in good condi-

tion. 09-421587.

FUTON - double or queen sire

wife or without frame, or just futon

frame, good condition. 03-5602928.

DRYER - electric, in good condi-

tion. 03-6428329.

WOODEN MUSIC STAND -

Ossnath, 03-6294033.
HEBREW-ENGLISH INTER-

PRETER - amateur okay, Jerusalem

Small Claims Court bearing, July 15.

pm. 06-270784.

CLASSIC COMPACT DISCS -
Lego for children, rag dolls, for cash
or in exchange for computer supplies.

Ocfl, 09-828985.
HANDICAPPED CHILD - needs

stroller in good condition, large

enough for 2-3-year old. 02-861180,

NS.
DINING-ROOM CHAIRS -

repairable, refinishable. Debi, 02-

3543 14, NS.
DID ANYONE VIDEO -War &

Remembrance, May 24 and/or May
31? 02-856620.
ROCKING CHAIR - wood, com-

fortable, wife or without pillows, for

elderly man. reasonable cosl 02-

664788. NS.
FOR NEWLY HANDICAPPED
MOM - crib to buy or as donation,

excellent shape only, please! 02-

830421. NS.
3-DOOR CLOSET - good condi-

tion. 02-714202, NS.

ENCYCLOPAEDIA JUDAICA -
in good condition.

KIDS’ ELECTRIC TRAIN- wife

transformer, any condition, non-work-

ing also. 02-8601 13.

TRANSFORMER - 220 V. to 115

for 500 or 1,000 or 2,000 W. 02-

662256, NS.
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER -

with display, Hebrew/English. 02-

611962, 050-859537, NS.
ENGLISHTRANSLATIONS - of

Israeli law, and other aids for passing

Israeli bar exam. 02-795568 (Hr, 02-

6589857 (W).
AUDITIONS FOR FEMALE

DANCERS - singers, actresses, male

actorsfeingers, all ages, June 17, 8 pm,

Khan Theater, Jerusalem Stage

Players, 02-7854 16.

TRAVEL PARTNER - Eastern

Europe, during fee summer. 02-

610485, Stacey.

COMMERCIAL OVEN - for

Ezer Miizion. for iis free meal distrib-

ution program. Avisdor. Uri or Esther.

02-374567.

ADDING MACHINES - caicu la-

tors. computers, and accessories, any

kind, old and vintage, non-workers

also. 02-860113.

KEREN KI.TTa - seeks furniture

for new olizn, wD! collect. 788277, NS.

STOREROOM FOR OLIM -

appliances, household goods (pots,

pans, dishes, etc. I, old furniture, etc..

Sun. Thurs., 10 am 4 pm; Fri., 10 am
1 pra. 24 Ha'uman Sl, TalpioU

796848.

EXCHANGE

TO SLEEPNIGHT OF ‘NABUC-
CO’ PERFORMANCE - in your

Jerusalem apartment (am 60-year-old

grandmother) in exchange for 1 week

myself am Jewish and would cer-

tainly not have suggested that the

company would not employ
Jews."

The case has caused quite a stir

in Britain. Writing in the London
Times, one leading Jewish com-
mentator said Hoffman’s case

was “nonsense" and fee decision

by Britain’s Commission for

Racial Equality to pay for her

legal fees “went beyond stupidi-

ty.”

Marks & Spencer, founded by

Russian-Jewish refugee Michael

Marks over 100 years ago, is now
Britain's biggest retailer and has

stores in 23 countries. There are

six M&S franchise stores in

Israel, although these stock only

clothing and do not sell food

products.

Hoffman now works as a food

safety officer at Waltham Forest

council, a local government office

in London.

B & B in my Netanya apartment, 4-

minuie walk to sea. 09-829880.

ADORABLE KITTENS - playful,

sweet, healthy. FREE to good, loving

homes. 02-720111. NS.
HAMSTER CAGE - with ham-

sters and accessories. NTS 100. 02-

6527654.
SPUNKY - lovable, fun, furry kit-

tens. Call now. 02-665269, NS.
BLACK COCKER SPANIEL

PUPPY - loving disposition, good for

kids, free to a good home. 02-767347.

FOR PROTECTION AND
AFFECTION - The JSPCA shelter

has dogs and cats, puppies and kittens

of different types and personalities.

Aft under veterinary supervision. Pri

Araal Sl Atarot industrial zone. 02-

851 531.
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A cause for celebration
fTWERE is something refreshing about the

I way Turkey has treated its military agree

-

JL meats with Israel. Although it is a Mos-
lem state on excellent terms with most of the

Moslem regimes, Turkey is quite open about its

close cooperation and joint training projects

with Israel. It has not only rejected protests

from Iran, Egypt, Syria, and Saudi Arabia, but

has actually advertised details of the agreement
about which Israel has been discreet.

In recent days Turkey has told the world that

12 Turkish warplanes have participated in train-

ing exercises with the Israel Air Force. Turkey
intends to acquire radar networks and early

warning systems from Israel, and to have 55
Phantom fighter planes renovated by Israel Air-

craft Industries. Even the Turkish infantry’s

rifles may be replaced by Israeli Galils.

It is not difficult to guess why Turkey is

attaching such importance to its relations with

Israel. Its military establishment, the country’s

most dominant force, is far too sober to be

seduced by siren songs of a New Middle East It

knows that the Syrian regime, rapidly building a

vast arsenal of non-conventional weapons and

sophisticated delivery systems, has no intention

of being a friendly neighbor.

Turkey has also learned from bitter experi-

ence that Syrian dictator Hafez Assad’s reputa-

tion as a man of his word is a myth propagated

by Western governments wishing todo business

with Him, As Turkish officials have made a

point of telling Israelis, Assad has violated

every one of the 16 agreements he has made
with Ankara. These have to do in particular with

Syrian commitments not to support the terrorist

activities of the Kurdish PKK, a Marxist group
which trains, organizes, and launches attacks on

Turkey from Syrian soil with full Syrian ap-

proval. Nor is Turkey unaware of the fact that

parts of southern Turkey are still shown in

Syrian maps as Syrian territory.

But not only realpolitik considerations ani-

mate the Turkish approach. With unimpeach-

able logic, Turkey assumes that democracies

belong on the same side Of the fence. If there is

indeed anything new in Todays world, it is not

die perverse notion that tyrants can be persuad-

ed to join free societies in establishing a new
order, but that dictatorial regimes have proved

abysmal Mures while- the democratic system

has triumphed.

Turkey, the only Moslem democracy, has

concluded that its political philosophy and

socio-economic goals are closer to those of

the democratic world than to the frozen back-

wardness of its Islamic neighbors. This is also

the way Turkey represents itself in its competi-

tion with Iran for influence in the Moslem
republics in central Asia. The choice is clean

suffocating dictatorships and economic stagna-

tion in the style of Iran and Syria, or the

economic progress of free enterprise and the

freedoms of democratic societies.

For Turkey to follow this thinking to its

logical conclusion takes courage. Not only its

Moslem neighbors but a powerful minority of

Islamists in its own body politic are fiercely

opposed to Ankara’s tilt to the West, particular-

ly the agreements with Israel.

Unfortunately, the majority parties are too

enmeshed in personal rivalries and petty differ-

ences to form a solid front against the Islamists.

In this. President Suleyman DemireL, who re-

cently escaped an attempt on
.
his life by an

Islamist fanatic, is an indispensable force far

progress. In his outspoken opposition to the

injection of a religious agenda into security

decisions, he represents precisely what the

founder of modern Turkey, Kemal Ataturk,

must have had in mind.

If there is a greater disappointment than the

inability of the Turkish parliamentary majority

to unite, it is Washington’s thunderous silence

about the Turkish-Israeli ties. US administra-

tions have traditionally cheered the progress

made by democratic forces and welcomed alli-

ances between democracies, particularly those

close to Washington.

Yet what should have been rewarded with

both political encouragement and greater eco-

nomic access has been treated as an insignifi-

cant development, if not an outright nuisance.

In this, the White House may have been influ-

enced by the Labor government’s obsession

with avoiding anything that might irritate Assad
and cause him to withdraw from the “peace

process”-which may be the reason the Turkish

government is not unhappy about Binyamin ..

Netanyahu’s election victory.
’

; J. .
,

It is time the US returns toieue of die most h'

fundamental principles of its foreign policy:

support democratic societies and combat, not

appease, dictatorships. The Turkish-Israeli

friendship, so poignantly underlined by Presi-

dent Ezer Weizman’s visit to Turkey this week,

should be a cause forAmerican celebration, and
a major American effort to help make it work.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
CREDIT FOR

HISTORIC CHANGE
Sir, - Ever since the results of the

elections to the 14th Knesset were

announced, the media have devoted

considerable space to the question of

who was responsible for the historic

and revolntionaiy political upheaval

that brought about the third defeat of

the Labor Party headed by Shimon
Peres and the victory of Bibi

Netanyahu.

Yet the person who should be

given credit for this upheaval is al-

most completely ignored. I refer to

Brigadier-General Avigdor Kaha-

lani, the devoted member of Rabin’s

and Peres’s Labor party who left it

in February to set op the new center

party. The Third Way. After a mere
three months and with practically no
finapriat backing other than the le-

gal limited contributions of its mem-
bers, the party managed to receive

four mandates in the new Knesset

These four seats, together with

the seven of Yisrael Ba’aliya, will

prevent a majority coalition, even

with the religious bloc. This is a

significant political and historic

achievement in Zionist history.

It is my belief that Avigdor Kaha-
lani will go down in history as the

second Ben-Gurton of the Zionist

movement He will be instrumental

not only in saving the peace process,

bat will bring about the restoration

of the Israel Labor movement to its

libera] and all-embracing central po-

litical position.

Qmer. YEHUDA LEWIS

ANTI-ISRAEL BIAS
Sir, - One of the things which

truly made me sick about foreign

media was its anti-Israel and anti-

Jewish bias. I could never get a

straight story out of the papers

abroad about what was happening

here.

I expected a different situation

here. But I am shocked to find that

the local media, including the Fort,

recorded the events of Shavuot

morning, but left ont a small detail. I

have lost every drop of respect for

the Post for not mentioning the

stones thrown upon the Jews

beforehand.

My request to The Jerusalem

Post, either report things as they are,

or £D abroad andjoin the rest of the

anb-Jewish media.

DANIEL BERNSTEIN

Jerusalem.

THE GREAT
CALCULATOR

Sir, - David Makovsky writes,

correctly, that “by being hard-nosed

in the peace negotiations with Labor

over the last four years, Assad...

contributed heavily to Prime Minis-

ter Peres’s defeat” (June 4). So Ma-
kovsky calls Assad “the Great Mis-

calculates” but wrongly. Assad

really wanted to defeat Peres’s poli-

cy because he saw it as a threat to

the very existence of his regime.

Peres offered Assad the Golan in

exchange for complete normaliza-

tion of relations between the two

countries. Suppose Assad had ac-

cepted. Then the international pres-

sure would have begun on him to

give Lebanon back to the Lebanese.

Also normalization would have
meant thousands of Israeli tourists

descending on Damascus, inducting

Israeli Arabs boasting of bow they

overthrew the pre-Peres govern-

ment A fine example for citizens in

Assad’s police state!

Together with his offer, Peres

constantly proclaimed that, in the

New Middle East, all the countries

would turn into Western-style capi-

talist democracies. As Assad heard

it, Peres was aiming to sweep away
aQ the existing Arab regimes, not

just his own. It was a universal proc-

lamation of war against all the pre-

sent Arab rulers.

So Assad opposed, blocked and

sabotaged the Peres policy in every

possible way. Since Makovsky cred-

its Assad with succeeding, he should

rather call him “the Great
Calculator.”

In confirmation, the Syrian Grand

Mufti made an important public dec-

laration the day before Makovsky
wrote. Nobody does that in Syria

and survives unless his words have

Assad's approval. Said the Mufti:

“Peace with Israel is desirable, but

normalization is impossible because

the education of the Moslems today

is weak whereas the education of the

Jews is strong.”

The mufti's message boils down
to seeking peaceful relations with-

out seeking full relations between

the two states, thus avoidingdanger-

ous concessions. This is exactly

what Netanyahu now offers Assad.

So Assad was “die Great Calcula-

tor” indeed!

MALCOLMLOWE
Jerusalem.

JERUSALEM, CAPITAL
OF ISRAEL

Sir, - How very strange and con-

tradictory we British are!

In 1917, the then foreign secre-

tary, Lord Balfour, issued the decla-

ration... “IBs Majesty's Govern-
ment view with favor the

establishment -in Palestine of a na-

tional home for the Jewish people

and will use their best endeavors to

facilitate the achievement of this ob-

ject” It was not stated that the na-

tional homeland would not include

its historic capital

Psalm 147 states “The Lord
builds up Jerusalem. He gathers the

exiles of IsraeL” From the time the

Psalms were written, during the time

of King David, the Jewish monarch,
Jerusalem has been the capital of the

land that the Almighty promised to

the Jewish people as inheritance

forever.

Contrary to the statement, by our
present Foreign Secretary, Malcolm
Rifkind, that “Israelis in militajy

occupation of East Jerusalem and

only has de-facto authority over

West Jerusalem” ... it is the Gentile

nations who have been in military

occupation of Jerusalem throughout

the last 2,000 years. These same
nations are now in uproar because

the words of the psalm are literally

being fulfilled before their eyes.

If Mr. Rifkind is confused, per-

haps he should read the good book
along with other members of our
pariramenL If parliament doesn’t

like what it says, their quarrel is not

with the people or government of

Israel but with the God of Israel!

BARBARA WATT
London.

NEW KNESSET
OPPOSITION

Sir, - One might attribute MK
Ran Cohen's vilification of the reli-

giously observant, the “settlers,”

the Likud and all others who did not

vote for Meretz as the “sour
grapes” of a highly deserving loser

(May 31).

However, even when he was a
winner, he denigrated; inter alia, the

settlers as “not real Israelis.”

Thank God Mr. Cohen win now
have four years, kenyirbu (may they

multiply), to reflect on and correct

his prejudices from the perspective

of the Knesset opposition benches.

MOSHE BERLIN
Jerusalem.
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The dogs of war
WHEN Saudi Crowd

Prince Abdullah joined

Egyptian President

Hosni Mubarak recently for a

mini-conference of Arab leaders

in Damascus, he had far more on
his mind than just brandishing tbS

big stick at Bibi Netanyahu and;

threatening terrible deeds against

Israel if Yasser Arafat doesn’t.get

his own state with Jerusalem as
the capital

Abdullah was disturbed by the

publicity the German magazine
Stem had given to die construc-

tion of one of the world's largest

chemical warfare plants at Aleppo
in Syria.

Abdullah is only too aware - as

is Israel - that President Assad
has a stack of some 1,000 short-,

middle- and long-range ground;-

to-ground missiles. These modern
weapons, equipped with deadly
chemical * and biological war-
heads, can hit targets everywhere
in Israel.

It is the same Abdullah and
Saudi King Fahd whose donation

of hundreds of millions of dollars,

enabled the Syrians to build the

Aleppo planti as well ‘as the vast^

underground tunnels that; titedifcri "•

ically at least, ensure its safety. /

With a Likud government back

in power in Jerusalem, Abdullah

is remembering how another
right-wing leader, Menachem
Begin, destroyed Baghdad's so-

called “indestructible” nuclear
reactor when faced by the threat

of a potential Iraqi nuclear
weapon.

Is history about to repeat itself?

Like Israel Abdullah knows that

the Aleppo plant is all geared up
for production.

If Israel decided to launch an
attack on the plant on the pattern

of its successful Osirak assault (n

1 982, Abdullah might lose his bit-

ter struggle against Saudi Deputy
Premier Prince Bandar Sultan - to

become the next king in Riyadh.
For, like Fahd, Abdullah is a
strong advocate of shoring up
Assad’s rule.

The price of Riyadh's bounty to

Syria was Assad’s restraint chi

Iran dispatching terrorists -to

cause mayhem in Saudi Arabia./

Popular resentment at the cor-

ruption of the country's 20,000

URI DAN - J .

DENNIS E1SENBERG

royal princes could, encouraged
byactsof terror, quickly turn into

rioting; and the recent spate of

Iranian bomb attacks on. the oil-

rich Gulf states serves clear

notice that the terrorist .virus

could spread to Saudi Arabia: A
bomb -explosion in Riyadh last

year sent shock waves shuddering

through the royal palace.

Why did Abdullah go to

Damascus at all? Saudi Arabia is

the richest of all the oQ-'stktes,and
it is other Arab .states that should

have gone bowing and scraping.

The mini-meet had in fact been

scheduled for Riyadh, but it was
cancelled because Fahd was too

ill to attend, and his absence
would have sparked rumors feat

his reign is nearing its fend. This

While the Labor

government was
busy billing Assad.-, -

as ready for peace,

it kept quiet about

his poisorr factory

.

could haveignited violence in the

battle for power
.
between

Abdullah, the Saudi premier, and
his son Bandar bin Sultan, Saudi

ambassador to the US, and maybe
other ambitious^princes.

There-was an even more potent

reason for Abdullah to lower his

dignity and appear in downmarket
Damascus: his wife. The crown
prince faced heavy pressure at

home to lend Assad his support.

Abdullah’s lady is sister to the

wife ofRifat, Assad’s brother and
die man expected to take -over

from fee ailing dictator

The ladies don't want the/pre-

sent Syrian clique kept in power
just for family reasons; Abdullah
has vast fortunes invested in joint

international business enterprises

with Rifat who has a voracious

appetite for piling up gold in- his

PICTURE POSTSCRIPT

The penchant we have these days for pasting an advertisement^
on every available space is getting out of hand: thisMovman*'
ages to get his message acrosseven at theWestern WaU, proving
that absolutely nothing is sacred. The script reads: ‘There is no
peace without holy Shabbat. Shabat Shalom to you; Israel
(signed) The Western Wan Man’ . b> mum*)

Swiss and other private bank
accounts.

If Abdullah gets shoved aside

by bin Sultan or others, the

women's status at the palace will

suffer drastic downgrading. They
clearly feel they need fee billions

stashed away with Rifat to ensure

feat they and their children don't

go hungry.

The wUy sisters also know that

fee US is- wary about Abdullah

becoming king. His initial hostili-

ty to afiowing the US to protect

Saudi Arabia after Saddam
Hussein invaded Kuwait in 1990
has not been forgotten in the US.
Abdullah is deeply religious,

and he is anti-West Washington
would much prefer the pro-
American ambassador to the US,
Bandar bin Sultan, who looks

askance at the
.
Syrian approach

favored by Abdullah. He is highly

suspicious of Assad's role in

exporting. Iranian, terrorism via

Damascus, terrorism fee treacher-
ous Assad could direct at Saudi
Arabia if it suited him.

WHAT IS alarming about fee sod-

threat to Israel is.fire wiay its exis-

tence was kept underwrapsby the

fee Labor govttmmrat of Rabin
and Peres. The Syrian effort to

build a vast .chemical plant was
known 11 years ago, when
Jonathan Pollard sent Israel

details about the massive under-

taking.

It was fee CIA in 1991 that

compelled a. shipload of chemi-
cals destined for Syria to - be
turned back toa German

.

pdrt wife

its cargo. A year later, after a
Mossad tip-off, the' Italians forced

a ship from India, carrying more
chemicals for Syria to return its

cargo promptly to the port of
departure.

The government knew
.

of the

latent real-time danger posed by
the Syrian chemical plant - a dan-
ger far • more potent .than ' the

Iranian-sponsored terror that

Labor ministers have been harp-

ing on for years - yet they didn’t

utter a word of warning about the

monstrous construction proceed-
ing apace in Aleppo.
One trembles to draw, the obvi-

ous conclusion: that the illusion

of a Syria “ready for peace” had
to be kept alive at all costs for
Peres and Rabin to soft-soap die

public into believing Assad could
be a trusted peace partner once be
had been fed fee opiate of fete

Golan Heights;

The right’s electoral victory has
fragmented fee fantasy that the

Arabs are uow ready to make
peace wife Israel, lire barrage of
threats of belligerence, ff Israel

does not withdraw to fee 1967
lines and -give - Arafat

.

his
'Palestinian state wife his throne
in Jerusalem is not a sudden plan
concocted by Mubarak, Assad
and Abdullah.
Intelligence sources repon that

die Arab leaders were ready to
unveil it in about two years' from
now had Peres won- and conceded
fee above PLO demands. The
plan was to be fired off in a blitz
campaign if Peres, refused to
make further territorial conces-
sions.

The panic reaction . by Arab
leaders, who are holding yet
another summit conference this

month, was triggered byfee unex-
pected defeat.of the “soft-touch”
Labor government. And fee hith-
erto thinly veiled threats to
unleash the dogs of war are being
aired to put pressure ' on
Netanyahu even before he can
take over the reins of power. Tire
aim is to get US pressure exerted
onJsraeL
A severe testing period lies

ahead -for both' fee .new prime
minister and fee state;

:

The writers are authors of The
Mossad: Secrets of tbe'Tsraeli

SecretServiceand
1

other books on
the MiddleEasU .

believing
DAVID NEWMAN

ERE we go again. They’re

wheeling out fee heavy

Journalists and- publicists,

notably media darling Yosef

(Tommy) Lapid, are lambasting

fee •‘round-spectacle'’ brigade,

fee "Sbeinkm crowd,” for their

lack of values and inuriaune arro-

gance, their refusal to.accept the

verdict of fee country in the mag-
nificent display of democracy

evidenced in the elections.

Outside Beit Sokolov (fee jour-

nalists' headquarters) in Tel Aviv

recently, I passed a three-woman

demonstration " protesting what

they viewed as tire left-whig bias

of fee media. Their posters

showed .Shimon Peres speaking,

and a gagged Binyamin
Netanyahu. I couldn’t resist com-
menting that perhaps this whole

mi the media .was simply

part of tire right's imagination.

This evoked a diatribe from the

women, ending wife that most

withering comment “Well, we
can see whom you support by fee

shape of your glasses.’"

Yes, I admit it - I wear round

glasses. I also voted for Peres,

and strongly support fee peace

process. To make it worse, I am
an academic, a social scientist,

one of those creatures known for

their left-wing, post-Zionist,

Arab-loving tendencies.

But before you file me away
under the stereotype, I should add

that I attend synagogue, eat

kosher, send my children to

State-Religious schools and. to

tire Bnei AJdva youth movement,

in which I myself grew up. And I

made aliya from tire free West .

and don’t intend to pack my bags.

True, I don’t wear a kippa the

whole time any more, but that’s

largely because the kippa has

become a political statement It

defines the group you belong to,

and the corresponding political,

social, reSgjous and moral val-

ues.

It is part of the stereotyping in

our society, where it is virtually

impossible to be ah individual.

YouWe to belong to a group -
- and mice you belong, you are

' expected to think, act, and speak
like the rest of fee group.
' And, of course, if you're not

' past of fee “in” group, the alter-

- native is to be part of the “out”
group, those who don’t belong

and don’t have an^meaningful

I MUSTbe schizophrenic.

During tireweek I mix wife tire

left-wing, academic, bohemian,
“round-spectacle brigade,” mapy
ofwhomdoindeed pour uimeees-
saiyscom on religion and tfie

religious.

Uh-oh... those round

spectacles give one
away every time.

Or do ttiey?

I then go home and see some of
my neighbors and fellow wor-
shipers - tire knitted tippo, yeshi-

va high school, ardent nationalist

brigade' * who, in turn, pour
equally unnecessary scorn on fee

secular worid.

Live together in national unity?
What a joke. The extent to whfoh
each side stereotypes the “other*
makes itjust another Israeli mira-
cle that tire whole thing didn’t

blow up long ago.
The sanctimonious way each

side is convinced that the ether’s

values have ho meaning; the way
their respective leaders pdrtiay-

tire other side as a threat- much
of it comes from ignorance.
And the truth is that religious'

and secular meet each other less

and less.. Each has its own
schools, army units, universities.

Residential neighborhoods are

Neither ride seems prepared to

make the minimal concessions
necessary to really understand”tire
other. Each perceives political

power as a means of advancing
its own interests, at fee expense
of tire other’s. :

And, meanwhile, they continue
to talk abouta “status qeo" Which
Iras been' constantly changing
since fee day it came .into exis-
tence. /

• My- anhoiy shatnez of round
spectacles' .and kippa' is .viewed
suspiciouslyby both sides.
Surely Iam too traditional to be

invited to Friday-night social
gatherings, yet- too secular. » be
part of religious festivities? Too
understanding of tire? ideological
motivation that drives fee Greater
Israel activists — but.equally too
leftist and (horror) actively "supr
PPrtive pf a Palestinian state? •

--

'

^What really- seems to throw
them are those round spectacles,'
which just don’t “belong.” So
nobody knows what box to put
me m? Too bad. I’ll just go on

m
writer directs.

.
the

Humphrey Institute for Social
Research at Ben-Gurion
University. •••••
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to TA: A new perspective for teens
American teenagers here on a

say their five-week visit has
Y

opened their minds, reports
. :

Jessica Steinberg

THEY Sit around the
*7^ uifima*cr goal here is

murial room at their dorm
Q
?f

ers*®?^^ importance ofpi

on the fcbtaf “T pI? -
wori!il>g to^tbfa;- Lomi

teenagers, all from fee tqs
Angeles area. They look likeinten VAanonarA .

low-slung cut-off shorts; NyeSfea
Favorite's six-foot-long frame and
bead covered with shoulder-
ing*. braids; - Giovanni
Valencia s pencil-thin mustache.
Theieare some other variations,

but what amazes these African-
- American and Latino higb-school
seniors most is how their color is
defined here in Israel.

“It’s like they can smell
Americans coming from a mDe
away,” Valencia says, grinning.
They kept on saying ‘Chicago,

Chicago, “ laughs Enrique
Carmona, a stocky 18-year-old.
Tracee Anderson, a sweet-faced

1 8-year-oki, sums it up: “They
make me feel more American
here,” she says. “We’re not
looked at like blacks or Hispanics,
we're just these Americans.”
From tbeir lips to Cookie

Lomroel’s ears. Lommel is the
African-American journalist from
Los Angeles who founded
Operation Unity, the program that
sent these 10 students from Los
Angeles to spend about five
weeks at Kibbutz Beit Zera in

northern’ Israel. The goal is to cre-
ate lines of communication
between .the African-American
and Jewish communities and to
develop the teenagers* leadership
abilities, as well as their multicul-
tural awareness.

Lommel said she feels that a
kibbutz is the best environment
for such an endeavor, with its

emphasis on cooperation and its

strong work ethic.

*The ultimate goal here is to
understand the importance ofpeo-
ple working together Lommel
said while in-Isiael in May to visit
her recruits. “How people who
wanted- something had to work
together to create it, how they
worked together from the ground

As a freelance wiiterfor music
trade publications, Lommel had
been a front-row-..-observer .of
black artists and Jewish music,
executives working together and
couldn't understandwhy this was-
n’t occurring in die outside world.
After a 1991 trip' here to witness
the integration of Ethiopian Jews
into Israeli society, she came up
with the idea of immersing
African-American teenagers into

Israeli-Jewish society.

.

Zt took three years for Lommel
to raise the money for the first

Operation Unity in,the summer of
1994. Finally, with, the assistance

of various council members and
community leaders, die funds
were raised, and. the first 10
teenagers were sent off with
Sandy Wolfson — die higb-school
guidance counselor who assisted
in the rigorous recruitment and
selection; process and is still

involved with die. program.

“The premise was that we want-
ed,kidswho were not completely
living up to their full potential,”

Lommel says. “Tfeacbers from one
of the participating schools would
call me up and tell roe' that they

had a kid who would reaDy bene-
fit from die program.”

She. talks about the students

from the previous trip, such as

Jesse, whose probation officer

believes that without this opportu-

nity, the 1 8-year-old would have
been dead by die end of the sum-
mer due to gang involvement. By

Participants in tbe Opertaion Unity program rave about the freedom of kibbutz life and its lack of formalities. (Sari l Uzielyl

tile following winter, after the

program, Jesse was speaking in

front of the Optimists' Chib, a
business association that was
working to raise college funds for
him.

Sean, another post participant,

made the rounds at churches, syn-

agogues and schools, and after an
appearance at Hebrew Union
College, the rabbi who had intro-

duced him’ asked if he could hire

him for their faculty.

"They’re that inspired after tbe

program,” Lommel says. “They
see that you can make changes

over die course of time, dial any-
thing really is .possible.”

•

TALKING TO The teenagers
themselves, it's easy to see that

five weeks of kibbutz life has

altered their perspectives. They
speak excitedly about learning

Hebrew, meeting Israeli

teenagers, and touring the coun-

try. Their main complaint seems
to rcvolvearound food, especially

the kibbutz kitchen faro although

they’ve solved that with biweekly

pizza outings in Tiberias.

They're amazed by the freedom
ofkibbutz life, the unlocked doors

and cars, die bicycles that sit out-

side the public buildings, for use
by kibbutz members. - *

“Someone's shoes were sitting

outside their door for a whole
week and no one touched them,”
Valencia says in amazement.
“You see 80-year-olds on bicycles

and no one thinks that’s weird.”

Alice Talamanles, a 3 9-year-old

with short bleached hair and a row
of earrings marching up her left

ear, is fascinated by the lack of
formalities.

“One old lady.” she says, “she

just came up to me and put her

hand on my cheek and asked me
to get her a cup ofcoffee. Just like

that.”

“They always want to play with

my braids," says Favorite, who
works with five-year-olds in one

of tbe kibbutz kindergartens.

“They rub my skin to see if the

color will come off, and they

always ask me where I really

come from.”

The teenagers also are fascinat-

ed by the land itself, its history, its

politics.

“There’s mins all over the place

here.” Talamantes comments.
“We wem to Beit Guvrin and
there’s no question that it feels

older than LA There's also this

spiritual thing here. Like at tbe

Wall, you felt that you were close

.

to God. I put a note in the Wall. 2

hope He hears me.”
Their experiences, both in and

out of the kibbutz, have also fused

them into a cohesive group.
Talamantes says that before this

trip she had no African-American

friends, but that this program has
expanded her perspective.

“I’m more open-minded now,”
she says. “We’ll bicker, me and
Robert, but it’s just teasing. He’s
cool and I wouldn't have known
that before the trip."

“It’s been the ongoing group
experiences,” Anderson says.

"We’re away from home and that

gives us a different perspective. I

thought Merlin was real quiet at

the first workshop and then we
started talking and I think we’ll

keep in touch now.”
Carmona, who has been fairly

quiet for the session, pipes in with
his two cents.

“Everyone hangs out with their

own group because it’s easier one
on one if you've never talked to

that person before,” he explains.

“But it doesn’t mean that you
won’t hang with the others.”

“Basically,” Talamantes says,

“we’ve all had the curiosity to

expand our minds, and it wouldn’t
have mattered if we were Latinos

or blacks or Chinese or Japanese.

All I know is that I don’t want to

leave. Let's just get lost and find

jobs in Tel Aviv.”

Accept that the problem Teaching values: One school’s approach

h;
1 cm..t:
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M Rut hie,
M-J For the
past JO years I

.

have been having
'

an affair with ' a
married man. It

.

started when I was .

still married* but I
have since divorced. My lover

has no intention of leaving his.

wife, and l accept this. I have

begun looking around to meet
other men. all the while continu-

ing my affair. The problem is that

nobody compares to my lover, so

/ have trouble starting a new
leaf.

*' ''•••

Affairs ofthe Heart
Disheartened
Somewhere in Israel

Dear Heart-Disheartened,

Starting a new leaf -is an inter-

nal process put into effect by
external measures - not the other

way around. Having gone
through a divorce, you of all

people should realize this.

Though you- may believe you'

accept your lover's choice, your
behavior indicates otherwise.

Continuing the affair while

“looking” elsewhere can mean
one of two things, or a combina-
tion of both: either you are not

genuinely seeking another part-

ner or you need your lover as an

invisible shield against other

men.
When you were mamed, your

husband provided this shield- in

the background of .your affair.

Now that you are divorced, you
may be transferring your hus-

band's role on to your lover.

Sorting all this out won’t nece^ .

sarily help you find “McRight,"

but it will open you up to tire.

1 meji'm'.'f Ji«»

DEAR RUTH1E
RUTWE BLUM

possibility of meeting him, or to

the possibly unpleasant realiza-

tion that you may not really want
a sole soulmate in your life.

DearRuthie, '

J readabook abouthow to add
romance and - enhance sexual
excitement in. a marriage. After

following all the suggestedsteps,

all f got was teased by my hus-

band. .

Worse than that, he got
annoyed when I lit candles
around the bedroom, and wax
dripped onto his shoe. His idea

of romance is a quickie before

setting die alarm clock. You
always say that changes in one’s

behavior can • cause changes in

the behavior of others. This is

proofthat you’re wrong.
Quickie Alarmed
TelAviv -

Dear Quickie Alarmed,
I still believe that changes in

one’s behavior can affect that of
others. Perhaps your following

of steps in a “how-to" manual is

actually a behavioral pattern

completely in keeping wife your
usual tendencies.

If so, yourJrasbaad’s response

to fee “romantic” trappings is

probably very familiar. To
change, one most act out of char-

acter.

In your case, this may entail

having to turn the pro-alarm-set-

ting quickie Into a prolonged

sexual adventure.

By igniting fee right wick, all

fee others will become- superflu-

ous. Not to mention less damag-

ing to your husband's precious

gjaV. j.-.-- ."iiilSVOp

r^wJaaaaA hIW v%id
:• DearRuthie. . ... .

Afriend ofmine wasfired over
•

• a year ago. Since then, I have
been active in trying tofind him
anotherjob through various con-

nections.

Each time l provide him with a
new contact, however, he fails to

follow through (doesn’t show up
at interviews, demands too much
money, etc.).

Each time I tell myselfthat it is

. the last time and that 1 will not
involve myselfin his career deci-

sions. But then he returns to

complain about being out of
work, and pity gets the better of
me. How can 1 get him to stop

seeking my help, when it’s clear

he doesn’t want it?

Friend in a Fury *

Ramatayim
Dear F in F,

The . best course of action

would be to teach yourself not to

fell prey to fee twinges of guilt

and pity which this person
evokes.
Extricating oneself from the

emotional manipulation of oth-

ers is not as difficult as it tends

to feel, however. Sometimes,
even a solitary refusal to a trivial

request is enough to break even a
particularly vicious cycle.

You can test this premise by
having “run out” of contacts fee

next time your former colleague

comes knocking at your office

door. And keep guilt at bay by
reminding yourself feat he hasn’t

shown himself genuinely ready
to utilize them anyway.
Letters should he addressed

to: “Dear Ruthra,” POB 81,

91000 Jerusalem. For E-mail:

editors@jposico.fi

A TAmiandale-High School, a

/\ melting ..pot of, Asian,

XJhJLatinQ, black and white stu-

dents* in ’ fee i
:Virginia- suburbs-

adjoiningWashington DC, parents

and teachers this year gave bixfe to

a character education program
based on what they call the “seven

cornerstones of character”: hon-
esty, citizenship, fairness, caring,

responsibility, respect and self-dis-

cipline.

Loname Johnson, a math teacher

at Annandale High and the parent

ofa senior there, wasan early skep-

tic of fee character initiative. “I

thought we would be pushing our

values on someone else,” said

Johnson, who at 48 has been teach-

ing for 25 years.

But in fee months since the cor-

nerstones of character were adopt-

ed and her fellow teachers began
incorporating them into their

lessens,.Johnson has come tq-see

them as^just common sense, "the

way people should behave
” *• -

The seven virtues embraced fry'

Annandale, added Johnson, “might
seem like consensus, but it’s not

dear the kids leam them athome..-
Tbey thinkit's perfectly acceptable

to cheat on a test.” Following
advice from the burgeoning indus-

try of experts in character educa-

tion, fee organizers ofAnnandale’s
program sought out parents and
students early in fee process to

hammer out a list of virtues feataH
could agree on. In several sessions

last summer, the committee of vol-

unteers huddled to draft suds a fist

THE EXERCISE was revealing.

Although participants say -fee.

process was surprisingly free of
acrimony, fee exchanges offered a

glimpse into the
”
conflicting

impulsed of American adults as

they grapple wife a perceived

mold crisis.

Several teachers and parents, for

instance, rejected “tolerance” as a
proposed cornerstone. Some
argued that in a world where right

is right and wrong is wrong, that

tolerance was just a bit too accept-

ing. Others argued feat tolerance

was not quite positive enough. For

many minorities, for instance, they

argued it was not enough just to be
tolerated; one wanted to be respect-

ed as well. All of those involved,

however, could agree that ^respect”

covered die necessary territory.

Others wanted to zero in on stu-

dent behavior by stiffening penal-

ties for cheating, indiscipline and

infractions of the school’s dress

code. But teachers like Pat

.Giegerich. a 43-year veteran of
ieachirigr

1
‘ who spearheaded

Arinandafe's effort, umed them 'to

figKP'back fee impfilse'WTftiff

symptoms and argued that teaching

students larger lessons about

respect and responsibility would
have a more lasting effect on their

behavior.

“People want instant solutions,”

said Giegerich. “But you can't stop

cheating unless you create people

who value honesty.

“This is about creating a society

in which people have 3 stake and

treat people the way they would

want to be treated. And discipline

has to be part of thaL Discipline

based on coercion and threats alone

is not going to work."

(Los Angeles Times)
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New apartment sales

up in first quarter
Jerusalem Post Staff

SALES of new apartments rose

during the first three months of
the year in comparison with both

the previous quarter and the cor-

responding period last year, the

Central Bureau of Statistics re-

ported yesterday.

During the January-March pe-

riod. 11,000 newly-built apart-

ments were offfered for sale in

Israel's 24 largest cities, and
4,770 of them were sold. During
the last three months of last year.

4,400 new apartments were’ sold

of 10,610 offered. In 1995’s first

quarter 11,041 new apartments
were offered for sale, and 4,636

of them were sold.

The cities where the most new
apartments were sold were Petah
Tikva (1.046), Tel Aviv-Jaffa

(492). Haifa (332), Rehohot
(320), Rishon Lezion (298). Ash-
dod (294). Jerusalem (253), Ne-
tanya (215) and Ashkelon (203).

Of the newly built apartments

sold in this year's first quarter, 48
percent were four-room fiats,

42% have five rooms or more,
and 10% have Three rooms or

less.

Most of the sold apartments
were in preliminary construction

stages, one in five was at the

stage just before completion, and
3% were fully built.

Leumi hires Coopers & Lybrand

to chart strategic master plan

GALIT UPKJS BECK

BANK Leumi has hired the
services of Cooper's and
Lybrand, the New York-based
multinational accounting and
consultancy specialist, in order
to assist it with its Ofakim 2000

project, a strategic business plan

intended to redraw the bank's
long-term strategies.

Cooper’s will work with the

Kesselman Management
Services company, a subsidiary

of the Kesselman and
Kesse 1man accounting firm.

Bank Leumi said Kesselman
will work directly with its

Ofakim 2000 team in Israel,

while the US firm will present

Bank Leumi's management with

existing bank models and
methods of implementing

various models into the
bank.
Leumi said the move should

give it a competitive advantage
over other banks, and help it to

focus on new technologies which
are necessary for banking in the

future.

The new program is expected
to increase Leumi's efficiency

and improve its banking
services, but it is not bound to
generate major structural of
personnel changes.
The Bank said Ofakim 2000

will examine banking trends
with respect to customer
demands and requirements in

light of demographic changes,
technological developments and
bank-licensing laws.

Bonn police brace for

record anti-austerity rally

BONN (Reuter) - German po-

lice braced yesterday 'for' the
biggest ever rally in Bonn where
up to half a million protesters

could take to the streets this

weekend to march against
planned government spending
cuts.

Police said an influx of
200.000 workers joined by
church groups, political

activists, students, motorcycle

and bicycle cavalcades from
across Germany would bring the

city to a virtual standstill and
disrupt traffic in the
surrounding area.

Trade unions alone plan to

send 5,400 buses and 74 special

trains packed with protesters.

The Greens party, peace and
left-wing groups plan to support
them in a parallel rally.

“We expect a minimum of

250.000 people to come, but it

could be more than 400,000 and
we must be prepared for this,"

Bonn police president Dierk
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Schnitzler- told a news
conference.

“It’s certainly going to be a

big event, much bigger than

anything we’ve seen over the

last few years," he said. The big-

gest demonstration to date drew
350,000 peace protesters in a

rally against a NATO summit
held in Bonn in 1982.

The German Trade Union
Federation (DGB) called Satur-

day's rally under the banner
“Off To Bonn!" as a national

stand against the government’s

planned austerity drive aimed at

helping Germany qualify for the

single European currency.

It wilt come as the climax of

more than a month of protests

against Chancellor Helmut
Kohl’s center-right coalition's

plans to cut benefits, pensions
and sick pay - plans which the

DGB says have betrayed Ger-
many's traditional post-war
consensus.

More than 20,000 workers at a

Volkswagen plant in Wolfsburg
briefly stopped work yesterday

to show their anger.

In a newspaper advertise-

ment. the DGB urged Germans
to join in protest against what it

called an onslaught on the wel-

fare state and job security. The
government wants the reforms

to rein in soaring a budget defi-

cit and combat high
unemployment.
“The government and em-

ployers have... agreed on a poli-

cy of social injustice. They have
failed to create new jobs. The
austerity program is unbalanced
and unjust," said the advertise-

ment signed by the DGB’s 16

member unions.

“It's going to be a tough
week. But we’ll do our best to

make it tolerable for all

concerned," Werner D’hein,
the press spokesman for the city

authorities, told journal-
ists.

D'hein told the news
conference given by the police,

emergency services and city

authorities that they had set up
telephone hotlines providing
information on how each street

and section of the city would be
affected.

Gov’t denies reports

ofMad
ISRAEL did not import British

animal feed potentially contami-
nated with the agent that causes
the so-called madcow disease,
the Director of the Agriculture
Ministry Veterinarian Services
Amon Shimshoni said last night.

His comments were made in

response to the latest edition of
the science journal Nature which
reported that Britain more than
doubled exports of potentially

contaminated animal feed after

banning use of such feed itself.

Citing government statistics, it

said tens of thousands of tons of
feed that could have included the

remains of infected animals were
exported after a 1988 ban on us-

ing it in Britain.

Israel imported nearly 10,000
tons of British feed in 1991, the

journal said.

However, according to Shim-
shoni, since January 1989, Israel

has imported “not one gram" of

DAVID HARRIS
and news agencies

beef meal. “The only feed we
import is from poultry," he said.

Indeed since then, said Shim-
shoni, every batch, of foodstuff

bought from Britain has carried a
certificate showingrit is only from
poultry. Moreover, the feed is

only purchased from factories

where no beef is used in produc-
tion, he added.

According to Shimshoni, Israel

was the first government in the
world to take such measures. In

July 1990, Jerusalem’s ambassa-
dor to the European Union, Avi
Primor, received a letter from the

Union's Agriculture Commis-
sioner which suggested Israel was
taking exaggerated safety mea-
sures which could impede trade.

“Israel decided it wouldn’t

take any chances," said Shim-
shoni last night. “Israeli cows

.

haven’t eaten beeffeed from any-

where since 1990, and our Cattle

are the leading producers of milk

in the world."
Shimshoni suggests Nature

may have been misled by the

British Agriculture Ministry sta-

tistics which did not specify what
types of meal Israel had been
purchasing.

British government scientists

say they believe mad cow disease

- Bovine Spongiform Encepha-
lopathy (BSE) - is caused by
feeding cattle the remains of

sheep infected with scrapie, their

own version of the deadly, brain-

wasting disease.

The European Union banned
exports of all British beef and
beef products in March, after

London admitted that some cases

of Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease,

the’ human version of mad cow
disease, could be caused by eat-

ing infected beef.

The ‘Zim Asia’ steams toward Haifa yesterday. The first of eight ships built for Zim by
the H.D.W. Shipyards of Kiel, Germany, the ‘Zim Asia’ can carry 3,400 containers.

Main shareholders oppose sale of

Oberson Fashion to Klil Yofi Model
GALIT UPK1S BECK

AN agreement to sell Oberson Gideon Fashion
Industries to Kill Yofi Model may be canceled be-

cause the company's major shareholder refuses to

give the buyers' indemnity, KJil Yofi general man-
ager Yossi Lev said yesterday.

Sources dose to Oberson Gideon said last-minute

efforts are being made to convince Dani Steinmitz,

who owns about 42% of the company, to approve
indemnity to Kiil.

The Nazareth-based Klil bas conditioned the final

signing of the agreement on its receipt of indemnity,
which is intended to protect the potential buyers
from legal claims in the case of a creditors*

arrangement.

At the end of last week, the companies reached
an agreement for the sale of 77 percent of Oberson
to Klil, for $2 million in cash and an investment of
$4m. into the Ramat-Gan based beachwear manu-
facturer.

According to the agreement the company's existing

shareholders, the Steinmitz family and the Oberson

family, which holds 30% of fee shares, will pay off

Oberson’s debts which amount to about $3m-
The company accumulated its debts after its US

distributor went bankrupt, and also as a result of

relatively large-scale investments in the establish-

ment of a distribution network in the US, which was
not compensated for by an increase in sales.

Lev said that the obstacles which have emerged
might prevent the agreement's final approval.

Klil, the manufacturer of Pilpel bathing suits and
private labels for foreign companies including Sara

Lee, is controlled by the Peled family and by Lev,

who hold 80% and 2Q% of the company’s shares,

respectively.

The company currently controls about one-third

of the local beachwear market.

Lev said the purchase of Gibor is part of Klil’s

plans to expand its activities in the beachwear field.

The merger, he believes, should not result in mas-
sive Layoffs, though several production lines might
have make way for new ones.

BA, American Airlines deal expected

to be cleared by US, EU regulators
LONDON (Reuter) - British

Airways and American Airlines

may face a rough ride over their

controversial alliance but analysts

and industry executives say the

deal will eventually be cleared by
US and European authorities.

The proposed partnership has

already hit flak from Richard

Branson, owner of rival Virgin At-
lantic, but US airlines are being

more circumspect, mainly, ana-

lysts say, because the deal means
increased access to London
Heathrow, Europe’s most lucra-

tive landfall for transatlantic

traffic.

PRIME D”ns^ MutualFund for

ELIf Foreign Residents

Date: 11.6.96

Purchase Price: 109.21

Redemption Price: 107.77

leumipia mvtfi

Ports and Railways Authority)
Head Office

Tender 9800/002 - Tamping Machine

Tender 8800/001 - Ballast Regulator

Tender 9500/001 - In Motion weighing System

The last date to submit proposals is extended to
?

July 14, 1996
j

. AH other terms and conditions remain the same.^

Washington is finking approval

to getting an “open skies” air ser-

vices agreement with Britain

which would entail giving all US
airlines access to Heathrow.

• Under the current agreement
only four airlines, American Air-

.

fines. United Airlines, British Air-
ways and Virgin are allowed to

operate transatlantic services our
of Heathrow, and these are re-

stricted to specific destinations and
frequencies.

“I am sure that there are many
issues that need to be thrashed out
but I think ultimately they will get
it,” said Mike Powell, European
airlines analysts at Natwest
Markets.
“They make the point that they

only overlap on six (transatlantic)

routes and there is already compe-
tition on all of these routes except

Dallas-London,” Powell said.

“The argument is going to be
that all of these routes are to be
opened up to competition for any

UK or US afrfine and I think that

is how the US authorities will justi-

fy approving the deal to them-
selves and to their constituents.”

Branson'sown trans-Atlantic al-

liance partner Delta Air Lines says

it will oppose the BA/American

Airlines deal, but adds it might not

if the US government secured the

right “open skies” air services

agreement with Britain which gave
Delta adequate flying rights at

Heathrow.

“We will be lobbying for open
sides’ and access to Heathrow
along with a guarantee of (run-

way) slots and facilities, and if it's

in there to the extent feat Delta
wants then we will be for it,” said

Dean Breest, Delta’s spokesman
in London.

American’s biggest home rival

United Airlines said if wffi not ob-
ject, not least because it’s own
grand alliance with Deutsche
Lufthansa has already got
approval.

BA and American Airlines may
have a hard time persuading 'the

authorities- that their combined 60
percent share of the Anglo-US
market is not anti-competitive.
But they argue feat their com-

bine is no bigger than fee United
Airlines-Lufthansa axis which
pulls in Scandinavian Airlines Sys-
tems, Thai Airways and Air
Canada.

’Tt's a bit ironic feat BA's com-
petitor have Mazed the regulatory
trail far them,” said Powell.
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Amps boys share of

anagreeinent to purchase 20 percejnofAmmbr $750JXW.

Avionetics is a subsidiaiy ofEharaH^dm^fee

company in Israel engaged m
feS^ears Elisra has invested

military technologies. Avioneucs is

. „ j Tnfrtrmafion Svstems. sophisticated systems
inteeratea L.ocKpu uuuuimuuu — « :— .y

that enable pilots, with a touch of a button, tomwetf.
.

operational data needed to fly a plane. Gala Lrptos Beck

Electra to sell (Wdster’s products hare:

conglomerate Goldstar has announced it has contracted Electra to

market its products in Israel. Goldstar, winch manufactures - - -

household electrical appfiances. employs more ti^100JW people

woridwide. Company sales last year****** Wbon. wife the.

firm controlling 16 percent of the worldVCR market. .

Purchases ofGoldstarproductshave been increasing mrecert

years in Israel, and thecompany sees room for further growth in

sales, in part as a result ofthe peaoe process and also fee nsem
_

Eving standards. David Harm

More computer sales to Slovenian Super Shivuk Technologies

Ltd. has won a $900,000 tender to provide 860 Packard Bell

computers to Slovenia'sininistry of edneatiem.
.

The Hokm-based distribution company markets Packard Beil -

computers in Israel and Eastern Europe. In 1995. Super Shrvnk

Technologies sold S3m. worth of computers to Slovenia's

military and treasury. During the first quarter of 1996, Super

Shivuk Technologies’ sales of Packard Bellproducts totaled

about S5m., a 61% increase over the correspondingperiod one

year ago. Jennifer Friedlin

Tntwwai ah- passengers up by 14 percent: The Civil Aviation

Administration has reported that there were a million passengers

flying on internal flights in Israel in 1995, 14 percent more than -

the previous year. The increase, the administration said, was far

greater than fee international average of 5 percent The reason

for fee increase, the administration said, was the rise in the

.

number of tourists from abroad, the upward swing in Israeli’s

disposable income and the increased number of landing fields

around the country. Haim Shapiro

f*«n for committee on Greece-Israel trade: The Hellenic

Foreign Trade Board has called on the Israel to jointly create a -

permanent committee, for trade co-operation between Athens

and Jerusalem. Meeting senior Industry and Trade Ministry

officials, the Greek delegation said tins week that it wants to

increase imports and exports in both directions. Over the last five

years bilateral trade has more than doubled, reaching S347
mfliTrMi in 1995.- David Harris

Tourism turnoverup in first quarter: The tourist-based hotel

sector’s turnover in fee first three months of fee year stood at

NIS 808 million, up20percent overfeesame period last year,

according to figurespublished yesterdayby the Central Bureau for

Statistics.

In the same period, the number of nights spent in hotels rose

by 13%. The increase in turnover afcoi
^

activities, inductingthe use of-!

functions. Fifty-right percent oftunfoverwas receivedm foreign -

ctmracy worth miOT than $150 raiIEon,.rcported theCBS. That

representsa22% increaseon the first three months of 1995- Of
feat sum, 75% was spent inJerusalem,TH Avivand EfiaL The
remainder ofturnover, almost NIS 340 million, came from Israelis

and was not exempt from VAT. Turnover in shekels was up
12% to 13% over fee same period last year. - David Harris

Special US court blocks

new Internet indecency law
PHILADELPHIA (Reuter) - In

a ground7breaking decision on
free-speech rights over the Inter-

net, a special US court panel
blocked as .unconstitutional a
new federal law prohibiting inde-

cency on computer networks.

The three-judge panel issued

Wednesday a preliminary injunc-

tion blocking- enforcement of
portions of the Communications
Decency Act (CDA), signed by
President Clinton on February 8,

which prohibit the distribution,to
minors of indecent or .“patently

offensive” materials over com-
puter networks:

The court let stand prohibi-

tions against obscenity and child

pornography, types of speech
that are not constitutionally pro-
tected and were not challenged
by the act’s opponents.
“The Internet may fairly be re-

garded as a never-ending world-
wide conversation," US District

Judge Stewart Daizell, a member
of fee panel, said in his opinion
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accompanying the decision.

“The government may not,

through the CDA. interrupt that

conversation. As the most partic-

ipatory form of mass speech yet

developed, the Internet deserves

the highest protection from gov-

ernmental intrusion,” he said.

Also on the panel were US
District Court Judge Ronald
Buckwalter and Dolores Sloviter,

chief justice of the Third Circuit

US Court of Appeals.
In its legal conclusion, fee

court said the blocked portions of
the act were unconstitutional on
their face.

The injunction was issued in

response to a lawsuit against the

US Justice Department challeng-

ing the act. The challenge was
filed by the American Gvil Lib-

erties Union and groups repre-

senting libraries', publishers and
the computer on-line industry.

A Justice Department spokes-
man said the agency had no im-

mediate comment on fee ruling.
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STOCKS sank after rising yester-

day following declines in Israeli

companies traded on Wall Street,

including Koor Industries and the

Israel Corp.

Investors were also concerned
about Israel's increasing trade
deficit, which rose 1.4 percent in

May from April to $947 million.

“The trade deficit will reach

$11-5 billion this year,” said Ei-

tan Shtarkman, a fund manager
at Zeler Avlagon in Ramat Gan.
“While the deficit isn’t a surprise,

we thought the trend was chang-

ing and wouldn't keep growing.”

The Maof Index of 25 issues

fell 0.83% to 213.48 and the Two-
Sided Index of 100 shares fell

0.77% to 20232. Of 987 shares

trading across the exchange, 23
shares fell for every 10 that rose.

Some NIS 61.4 million worth

of shares changed hands,
NIS 11.2m. below yesterday’s

level and about NIS 30m. below

last week's average trading level.

Koor fell 2.25%. Koor’s Amer-
ican Depositary Receipts, which

fell % to 18Vi yesterday, were

down ‘A.

Koor subsidiary Tadiran fell

225% percent as welL Tadiran

subsidiary Elisra yesterday an-

nounced it had entered into a

joint venture with Ampa Invest-

ment to develop electronic equip-

ment for civilian aircraft. Ampa’s
shares fell 5%.

Israel Corp. fell 2.75% follow-

ing declines in Tower Semicon-

ductor Lid-, which fell to a six-

month low of 1074 yesterday after

announcing it had ended an
agreement for Hewlett-Packard

Co. to buy silicon wafers from

Tower. Israel Corp. holds 40% of

Tower, which is not traded in Tel

Aviv.

Tower’s shares were up Vt at

11 .

Israel Corp. chairman Shoul

Eisenberg also held meetings

Maof index

with representatives of American

businessman Michael Milken in

order to interest Milken in pur-

chasing a stake in Israel Chemi-

cals Ltd. from the government,

repented Israel Radio.

Eisenberg bought 25 percent of

JCL from the government last

year, and 26% of the company
trades on the Tel Aviv Stock Ex-

change. The government holds

the rest.

ICL’s shares fell 1.75%. ICL
subsidiary Dead Sea Works rose

025% and subsidiary Dead Sea

Bromine closed unchanged.

Other chemical shares fell as

well, with Makhleshim Chemical

Works declining 1.75% and Agan
Chemical Manufacturers Ltd.

falling 2.25%.

Maof Index-listed Teva Phar-

maceuticals Ltd. fell 05%. Te-

va’s ADRs, which dosed un-

changed at 44% Tuesday, were

down ‘A.

Investment companies Africa Is-

rael and IDB Holdings fell 1.75%;

Osem Investments Ltd. fell 3%,
and Bezeq Ltd. fell 0.25%.

-Banking shares on the Maof
Index were mixed with Bank Ha-
poalim rising 0.75% ; First Inter-

national Rank rising 0.25% and

Bank Leumi declining 0.5%.

Bank Hapoalim is “now a good

buy; it's trading at a good price,”

said Shtarkman. Yesterday in-

vestment firm Salomon Brothers

announced it had initiated cover-

age of the bank with a “buy”
recommendation.

Gaining shares also included

Two-Sided Index-listed Mofet Is-

rael Technology Fund Ltd.,

which rose for a second day, gain-

ing 1.25%. Investors are specu-

lating Orckit Communications
Ltd., in which Mofet holds a

stake, .wifi file .to. sell .shares on

Wall Street, said Shtarkman.

Elite Industries Ltd.
.
also ..rose,

gaming 2%. Bloomberg

London shares rise

amid quiet trading
WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

LONDON - Shares ended mod-

estly higher in a quiet market still

largely dominated by US con-

cerns. For the third successive

day, trading was patchy, with few

investors confident of committing

themselves in a packed week of

UK and US economic data. The

FTSE 100 dosed at the day’s best

of 3,769.2, a gain of 13.5 points.

FRANKFURT - Shares ended

bourse trade higher but off a new

all-time record of 2^77.75 points

hit in IBIS electronic dealings.

The 30-share DAX index ended

bourse trade up 22-53 points at

2468.88. The IBIS DAX ended

the day at 2,569.90. Dealers said

the DAX reached the new high

on follow-through buying interest

after the market rallied on Tues-

day following signs of lower-tban-

expected US wholesale inflation.

TOKYO - Stocks surged due

to buying in a broad range of

shares centering on blue chips

such as Sony and Matsushita

Electric Industrial, with the

benchmark Nikkei average gam-

ing more than 1 percent to close

at a one-month high. The Nikkei

closed up 287.18 points, or 1.32

percent, at 22,104.80.

HONG KONG - Stocks ended

lower after trading in a narrow

range throughout most of the ses-

sion. Brokers said investors were

unwilling to make big bets on ei-

ther the bay or the sell side ahead

of US retail price data for May.

The Kang Seng index fell 34.88

points to close at 10,958.67.

NY stocks give back

gains as bonds worsen

NEW YORK (AP) - Stocks gave

back most of their gains yester-

day as bonds worsened again,

sending interest rates to new one-

year highs, despite a tame infla-

tion reading.

A positive report on semicon-

ductor sales lifted technology

shares.

On Wail Street, the Dow Jones

industrial average fell just 0-37 to

dose at 5,66829, down from an

afternoon gain of more than 36

points.

The market was unmoved by

news that consumer prices

IEET REPORT

climbed 03 percent in May. The

report was in line with analyst

expectations and did little to alle-

viate worries the Federal Reserve

will soon raise interest rates to

slow spending and keep inflation

under control.

r Interest rates on bonds, al-

ready at their highest level in

more than a year, were hardly

> changed most of the day. But by

i mid-afternoon, they were headed

i to their fourth straight rise in the

aftermath of Friday’s strong em-

' ployment report, which has reig-

> iuted inflation worries.
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Lancs, Northants to meet in B&H final
LONDON (Reuter) - A brilliant 81 from
Warren Hegg and some desperate hitting

from die tail saw defending champions
Lancashire book their place in the Benson
and Hedges Cup final with a thrilling one-

wicket win from the last bail of their semi-
final against Yorkshire yesterday.

Their opponents in the final at Lords on
July 13 will be Northamptonshire which
completed a 27-run win over Warwickshire

at Northampton.
The roses match at Old TrafFord produced

a classic game with fortunes swinging
either way right up to the last ball when
number 1 1 Peter Martin carved Craig White
into the covers and beat Michael Vaughan's
fierce return to collect the two runs still

required.

Chasing Yorkshire's 250 for five after

Tuesday's rain-hit day, Lancashire had
crashed to 97 for five before some inspired

batting from Neil Fairbrother and Warren
Hegg"put them back in line for their fifth

final in nine years.

Fairbrother made a rapid 59 but when he
was cleverly run out by White, sidefooting

the ball at the stumps, Lancashire was still

90 runs short and the game had swung back
to Yorkshire.

Hegg. however, produced an inspired

performance, which won him the man of
the match award, as he smashed 81 from
just 62 balls. When he was bowled by
White, Yorkshire again looked the likely

winners but Martin and Chappie scrambled
the eight runs still needed from the last

over.

Yorkshire's commanding total came by
virtue of an undefeated 167-run fifth-wick-

et partnership between Australian Michael
Bevan (95 not out) and Richard Blakey (80)
after Yorkshire had slumped to 83 for five.

Northants, who won the trophy for the

only time in 1980, secured their place in the

final thanks to some inspired fielding from
Tim Walton whose two brilliant runouts
spoiled Warwickshire's hopes ofa return to

Lords.
Resuming on 91 for three after rain

washed away a large chunk of Tuesday’s
play, Warwickshire, which has reached
five of the last six one-day finals, made
brisk progress towards its victory target of
221 .

Stroke-makers Dominic Ostler, Paul
Smith and Trevor Penney took the score on
to 1 49 for four before Walton, who had res-

cued his side with a gutsy unbeaten 70 the
previous day, struck from the outfield.

Racing in from deep mid-wicket as
Penney came back for a second, he hit the

stumps from 40 meters for a crucial run-

out.

Two overs later he pounced again As

Smith tried to pinch,a single to backward
point and again knocked down the stumps,
this tune at the bowler’s end.

Warwickshire fell to pieces, slipping to

159 for eight with 10 overs
, to spare.

Captain Dermot Reeve - so often his side's

savior in crucial clashes - did his best to

stop the rot but ran out of partners as the

visitors were bowled out for 193.

The 23-year-old Walton, brought in for

out-of-form opener Alan Fordham, was
named man of the match.
At Northampton: Northamptonshire beat

Warwickshire by 27 runs. Northamptonshire
220-7 innings dosed (T.Walton 70 not out),
Warwickshire 193 in 47.5 overs.

At Old Trafford: Lancashire beat Yorkshire by
one wicket. Yorkshire 250-5 innings dosed
fMJJevan 95 not oat, RJUaksy 80 not out).

Lancashire 251-9 innings dosed (WJScgg
N.Fairbrother 59).

HEATHER CHAIT

Jackson
mulls
taking

year off
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SEATTLE (AP) - Phil Jackson

could live without coaching next

season.

With his team on the verge of

winning a fourth National
Basketball Association title in six

years, he said Tuesday that if the

Chicago Bulls aren't ready to use

dollars to show how much they

want him. he's ready to sit out the

1996-97 season.

You have to have options in

life,” said Jackson, whose team
was scheduled to play the Seattle

SuperSonics last night and possi-

bly clinch die NBA Finals.

In seven seasons, the 50-year-

old coach has put together the best

winning percentage in NBA histo-

ry, both in the regular season

(.721 ) and playoffs (.739).

After setting a record with 72
victories this season, his Bulls are

14-1 in the playoffs. Jackson feels

veiy good about coaching these

days, yet he is willing to walk

away from the game.

“I always said that seven years

is the cycle of man, the cycle of
growth,” said Jackson, a propo-

nent of Zen philosophy. **I had
earmarked this as the year that I

would finish up, take a year off.

“But being prepared to do it and

being forced into doing it are two
different things."

”

Jackson’s contract expires July

I, tire- Chicago Tribune
reported that the Bulls are offering

him $1.65 million a year. The
New Jersey Nets just hired John
Calipari. a college coach who
never has been involved in the

NBA, for $3 million a season.

Jackson, who has a base salary

this season of $866,000, might
have been a candidate for New
Jersey and several other positions.

But as the Bulls rolled through the

playoffs, one job after another

became filled. So taking next sea-

son off might be Jackson's best

option. Then, he'd be able to

assess future openings.

“Phil’s decision is going to be
well backed-up by his players,”

Scottie Pippen said. “If he decides

to take a year off, who knows?
Maybe the whole team will join

him."

THIRTY-seven days before the

Olympic Games open in Atlanta,

the. Israeli delegation was named
yesterday in Tel Aviv.

Twenty-four athletes and 13

coaches are included in the squad

which, together with officials,

will number approximately 50.

The rt>nrn consists of Yael Arad,

Oren Smadja (judo), Gocha
Chichiashvili (wrestling). Nir and

Ran Cental
,
Shani Kedmi and

Anat Fabrikant, Gal Friedman

(maritime), Rogel Nahum,
Constantin Matusevich,

Constantin Simyonev, Danny
Krasnov (track and field),

Vacislav Ivanovsky (weightlift-

ing), Boris Polak, Alex Tripolski,

Guy Starek (shooting), Lydia

Hatoel-Zuckerman, Ayelet

Ohayqn, Lflach Parisky (fencing),

Vacislav Neiman (boxing), Yoav
Bruck, Vadim Alexsev, Dan
Kutler and Eytan Ortrach (swim-

ming).
Kayaker Lior Carmi is the only

athlete whose inclusion is still

dependent on the international

kayaking body’s rules.

The Olympic flag will be borne

by Barcelona silver medalist Arad

at the opening ceremony on July

19 and delegation head is Yoraxn

Oberkovich.
The last-minute hype surround-

ing athletes skirting the squad

came to naught as after 24 hours

deliberation, officials decided not

to bend to any of their pleas.

Both Guy Fogel and AmilLeng,
judokas in the 604dBogram- cate-

gory, will remain at home as. well

as archer Yaron Kolesnik'Whq had
awarded a free ticket tofee

Games on political grounds.

Director of the Elite Sport Unit,

Itzik Ben-Metech, waswaryabout
bringing home medals. “Nb'boe in

die is the best infeewbrid
but we have athletes tikeOfea and
Gocha who are among the best in

their field. If we have five^ar sax

at*tores in the final, it will be con-

sidered a success.”
- When asked why the Israeli cri-

teria were often more stringent

that the international ones, Ben-

Melech answered, "hi 1996 we
demand results.”

For Atlanta, unlike Barcelona

(where 30 Israelis participated),

the athletes had to produce results

from world or European champi-

onships, not minor events.

Notwithstanding (he low pro-

file,- monetary incentives for

medals are already in place. A
gold medal will see die athlete

rewarded with N1S 500,000, a sil-

ver will earn NIS 300,000 and a

bronze NIS 200,000. The respec-

tive coaches will receive half of

this figure. A fourth to eighth

place will also be compensated.

In this Olympic centennial

year, 14 family members of ath-

letes murdered in the Munich
Olympics, have been invited by

the Israel delegation to Atlanta.
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wheelchair tourney
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LOCAL SCENE

CLOWNING AROUND - England soccer star Paul Gascoigne shows off his skills to teammates Gareth Southgate and Paul Ince

during a training session. England plays Scotland on Saturday. (Renter)

HEATHER CHATT

Venables: Tabloids are ‘traitors’
LONDON (Reuter) - England
coach Terry Venables has accused
the country's tabloid newspapers

of being traitors to his Euro 96
squad and turning the public

against them.
Venables’s outburst was prompt-

ed by front page stories and pic-

tures of England trio Teddy
Sheringham, Sol Campbell and
Jamie Redknapp in a nightclub

after the disappointing 1-1 draw
with Switzerland on Saturday.

“I know a few of the lads are

starting to think some papers are

traitors to us, turning the public

against them. What's the aim of

e advantage is disappear- - had allowed his players following \ Irish ,go out for a drinkLeyeryone " Among die Israelis competing

c-r .,~rr,o.v c‘?. theirWembtey-ppenert ~ Vi'
1''/ V- thmfcstF^fine, yet wtiehTf cocoes—^will be four players who wiH-par-

loid sootiebz has fallen on “I can’t understand why things to us there’s a different attitude ticipate at the Paralympics in

that?" asked Venables. “We
would like them to try and help us
win games. We're at home, which
should be an advantage, but the

support isn’t as strong as it should

.

be arid the advantage is disappear-

ing." aT c:

•The tabloid spotight has fallen on
England again following com-
plaints by Cathy Pacific airline that

some of the players had caused

£5,000 ofdamage on a flight home
from a recent Far East tour.

Media outrage at the incident

was fueled by photographs ofteam
members with shirts ripped and
clutching beer bottles at a birthday

party for Paul Gascoigne at a Hong
Kong nightclub.

The trio pictured drinking after

England’s game against the Swiss

they have a drink?

“After all, the Italians and
Spaniards have wine with every

meal, and the Germans and Dutch
were on a two-day break Venables \ ? organize nights out When the

THE 10th annual Israel Open
Wheelchair Tennis tournament
will be held from June 19-23 at

Ramat Hasharon.

In this Olympic year, fewer
overseas players have registered

than usual but world number five,

Ricky Moliere from the

Netherlands and Germany's
Stefan Bitterauf (No. 10) will be
competing.

"I can’t understand why things

are portrayed like this,” said

Venables at their first training ses-

sion back together. “If the players

are going to relax then let them, as

long as they don't upset anyone.
“They had permission to go

home for a couple of days as they
will be in the hotel from now until

next Tuesday, so why shouldn't

altogether.”

Yesterday:No games scheduled

Today: (At Newcastle} Bulgaria vs.

Romania, 6:30 pm; (At Bir

Switzerland vs. Netherlands,
trmingham)
i, 930 pen.

Tomorrow: (At Nottingham) Portugal
vs. Turkey, 8:30 pm; (At Liverpool)

Czech Republic vs. Italy, 9:30 pm.

A0 games talevtoed live on Channel 1

It’s Grant in, Kashtan out, at Maccabi Tel Aviv

NBA Finals
Best-of-7

Last night Chicago at Seattle

Tomorrow. ChL at Sea., If necessary
(Chicago leads series 3-0)

Last night’s game win be broadcast
today at 7 am on ITV Channel 3
(Cable 33).

DROR Kashtan ’s demands from Maccabi Tel

Aviv have cost him his job and Avraham Grant

will, after all, be the National League soccer

champions’ coach for the next five seasons.

The shock news came in the early hours of
yesterday morning, following news that

Kashtan had fallen out with the club be has

coached for the past season, after making
demands which were clear the club would be

unable or unwilling to bow to.

Kashtan had asked for a long-term contract

and the dismissal of administrative manager;

Shimon Korek. Neither, however, were
demands which the club was prepared to discuss

and Kashtan was promptly shown the door.

ORI LEWIS

Grant's appointment thus comes one season
earlier than planned, as it was expected that

Kashtan would see out his two-year contract

with the club before handing over to the man
who bas been in charge at Hapoel Haifa for (he

past season.

But the changing of the guard at Maccabi
was not all smooth sailing. While it was clear

yesterday that Kashtan would not continue

with the Tel Aviv club, the appointment of
Grant was only confirmed once Hapoel Haifa
chairman Rubie Shapira had been contacted in

Europe.

Shapira gave the go-ahead for Grant to move
back south, and he is taking his loyal assistant.

Emanuel Ophir, with him. Grant’s cottract
wife Maccabi is said to be for five seasons, a
period during which the club hopes to build a
solid base under private ownership and
become a contender on the European stage.

In the interim, Hapoel Haifa has been left

high and dry. The club was due to begin train-

ing with Grant yesterday ahead of the sum-
mer’s Intertoto Cup competition in Europe, but
so far a replacement coach has not been found.

Shapira has said he is looking for a coach in

Europe and be does not plan to sign an Israeli

to the position for this season, at feast

ticipate at the Paralympics in

Atlanta. The men are Eyal Sartqv

and Gil Naqr with Tiki Aharon!
and Kinneret Wallach leading the

women’s competition.

Meanwhile, changing his spots

was soccer player Shai Hess who
won fee tennis tournament for soc-

cer and basketball players, also in

Ramat Hasharon. Hess beat Golan
Malul 6-1, 6-2 in the finaL hr the

next age group, Udi Robowitz beat

Steve Kaplan 6-4, 6-1.

Also doing a turnaround was
Gflad Bloom who won the

Teniregel event, together with
Assaf Tischler, beating Dan!
Hejman and Shlorni Chen 16-14.

Respecting the fallen

This year’s kayaking champi-
onships were held in fee shadow
of champion kayaker Nevo
Eitan’s death. A remembrance
regatta moved as one unit from
the club at Eiriek Hayarden north-

wards to -Eitan’s final resting

place along the Kinneret where a
memorial service was held.

Afterwards, in the competition.

Rami Tsar and Lior Carari were

crowned the national men and

women champions.
Sweet 16 for HatoeLZuckennan
National fencing heroine Lydia

Hatod-Zuckerman won the Israeli

fencing championships for her

16th tune. Hamel, 33, who will

lead the team in Atlanta, beat last

year's winner and fellow
Olympian Lilach Pariski 15-13.

Tomer Or won die men’s cate-

gory.-beatingYoav Opperiberg/ ~-
* "'Braza winsagain

Competing is everything. The
makeshift local “Futboiito” team
finished in fourth and last sprit in

1

fee indoor soccer tournament held
at Hadar Yosef.

Brazil won theevent with a 14)

victory over Mexico in the final

and Morocco seized third place.

Hie best goal tally at fee end of

the tournament was Room Sidavi

from Mexico while Menny levy
was Israel’s top scores.

Jerusalem of Sport
Jerusalem, better known for pol-

itics and religioa, will be a sports

haven on Monday as over 200,000
people participate . in the

International Sports Day. The
event, celebrated in 100 cities

worldwide, aims to encourage a

casual, non-competitive interest

in sport.

The fun will include cycling,

martial arts, swimming, mother
and child exercises and a massive
march.
The Jerusalem Municipality's

Sports Authority is the drive
behind the day. For more details,

call 02-612342.

4

Report: Schott will

be suspended
CLASSIFIEDS
I

DWELLINGS DWELLINGS

NEW YORK (Reuter) -
Controversial Cincinnati Reds
owner Marge Schott will be sus-

pended from day-to-day control

of fee team, according to a report

by fee cable sports network
ESPN.
Citing unidentified sources,

ESPN reported Tuesday night that

the suspension was expected to

run through the 1997 season.

It said some baseball officials

were pushing for the ban to last

longer, perhaps through 1999
after which Schott's partnership

agreement to run fee Reds
expires.

Acting Commissioner Bud
Selig held a news conference on

Tuesday to announce the hiring of

a marketing director to improve
the sport's tarnished image, but he

gave no indication of the impend-
ing decision on Schott, whose
recent conduct he has called

worse than embarrassing.

“That's for tomorrow. Today’s
job is introducing Greg Murphy,”
Selig said when asked about any
ruling on Schott, which was to be
handed down by baseball officials

late last night.

Baseball's ruling Executive

Council will name an interim

president to assure Schott does

not run fee Reds through a hand-

picked replacement, ESPN report-

ed.

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - AD rales
Indude VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 99.45 for 10 words
(minimum), eacn additional wort NIS 9.94
FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
152.10 10 worts (minimum), each addi-
tional wort nis 15l21.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 for 10 worts
(minimum) .each additional wort - NIS
23.40.

Jerusalem Tel Aviv

HOLIDAY RENTALS HOLIDAY RENTALS

HERZUYA PITUAH, "OKEANUS"
building, tangtohort term. Studio, one and
two bedroom apartments, high floors, sea
View. ILTAM REAL ESTATE. TEL. 09-
589611.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

BAYIT VEGAN, JUNE 20August 20. 2-
6 room apartments. Large groups possi-
ble. JERUSALEM REALTY. Tel. 02-
357166.

BEAUTIFUL APTS/SUITES GAN
HAIR near sea, tourists/businessmen,'
short/tong-term. TeL 03-69&-9092, 050-
356-972.

RAMAT HASHARON, BEAUTIFUL vtt-

MEDICAL/NURSJNG

RENTALS
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 315S0
tor 10 words (minimum), each additional

word -NIS 31.59.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
40950 for 10 worts (minimum), each ad-
ditional wort - NIS 40.95.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 643.50
lor 10 worts (minimum), each additional

wort - NIS 6455.
Rates are valid until 31.5.96.

STUDIO
NISHED.
TbtfFaxrO

APARTMENTS FU fl-

at location for 2-4 guests.
18881.

STUDIO PENTHOUSE, GAN HA'IR,
S300 per week. Tel. 03-5245666; 052-
505655.

1

SALES .

INSTITUTION FOR PROFOUNDLY *
multiply unpaired children requires: LPN. J

im, speed) therapist, 5

_ ^ish + Hebrew or Ara- J
Fran or Sr. Am. TeL 02-413280. . !

r
J

RENTALS
SALES

HBtZLlYA PTTUAH FOR sale home on
one dunam with swimming pool,- super
luxurious. MORAN REAL ESTATE. IfcL
09-572-759.

CES:
SITUATIONS VACANT

Tel Aviv

"BETTER BAYIT" 02-639-345, Kiryal
Moshe, 4, + balconies. + Shabbat eleva-
tor. 1st door, Renovatabfe, £275.000.

3 ROOMS, 120 sqm. elevator, parking,
storeroom, luxurious building, sea view.
KAV HAYAM Tel 035230988

HOUSEHOLD HELP
'

TUESDAY’S NL RESULTS: Pittsburgh 7. San Francisco 2; Chicago 9,
Philadelphia 2; Montreal 3, Florida 2; Atlanta 4, New York 3 (13); Colorado 7,
Houston 5; SL Louis 6, Los Angeles 3; Cincinnati 4. San Diego 1.

DEADUNES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
before publication: lor Friday and Sunday-.

6 p.m. on Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon. 2 days before publication; tor Friday

APARTMENT, 2 ROOMS, close 1o
Malta, option to bulk! another 7 rooms,
beautiful view, qutoL S1 10,000,. TeL 02-
791741.

NEVE ZEDEK, VERY luxurious house,
completely furnished, S3 ,300, KAV
HAYAM. TeL 03-523-9988

PRIVATE. HERZUYA PITUAHr Luxu-
rious apL m complex for sale .+ pooL ex-
clusive -tor serious! TeL 09-687-343 050-
350-002. .

SERVICES

FORGET the REST!' We are the
besHITbe biggest and oldest agency in
Israel. For thehighest quality five-lh jobs
PhoneAu Pair International 03-6190423.

SALES
General

and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday to Tel Aviv
and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa.

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central,
20 sqm basement, garten. underground
parking. Immedtote. '1SRABUILD" TW 02-

DAVID HAMELECH, ROOF apartment,
4 rooms, facing garden, 6th floor, eleva-
tor. parking, TeL 03-69555 15.

EDUCATION

a
JO?s available,

friendliest families, best coodttioris, the

%

TUESDAY'S AL RESULTS: Baltimore 12, Detroit 9; Cleveland 6, Oakland 5
(13); New York 6, Toronto 4; Boston 9, Chicago 2s, Seattle 18, Minnesota 8;
California 11, Kansas City 9; Milwaukee 14, IVsas 4.

DWELLINGS
General

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view of KnesseL stor-

age. parking, S495.00G.' ISRABUILD*. TeL
02-666-571.

EXCLUSIVE] ZAHALA1 BEAUTIFUL vB-
ia, about 1000 sq.m, plot, about 160 sam.
built, SI ,200.000 built. Kav Hayam, 03-
5239988.

THE HEBREW CENTER. Private less-
ons in all languages. Also praaralion tor
Psychometrics. Jerusalem, TelAviv, Haifa.
Tel. 050-291460, 03-962721 0.(Math,
Enqferi teachers needed).

AMERICAN FAMILY SEEKS South
ctH"1 pair. Bve-in, central Tel Aviv,

ion? J!GESf1,ate bomUL-TSL
03-

6201195, 052-452002-Jadda

SERVICES

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division

Atlanta 40 22 .645 _ NewYbrk 36 24 .600
Montreal 35 28 .558 5’fe Baltimore 33 27 550 3
Florida 31 32 .492 g'/s Toronto 26 37 .413 11 V?
Philadelphia 28 34 .452 12 Boston 25 37 .403 12
New York 27 35 .435 T3 Detroit 16 48 .250 22

Central Division Central Dtviston
Houston 33 32 508 — Cleveland 41 21 .661 —
SL Louis 30 33 .478 2 Chicago 40 22 .645 Vi

Pittsburgh 30 34 .469 2'k Mrmesota 31 31 500
Chicago 29 34 .460 3 Milwaukee 29 32 .475 11

Cincinnati 24 33 .421 5 Kansas City 28 36 .436 13Va

West Division WWt Division

San Diego 36 28 563 — Texas 39 24 .619 —
LosAngeles 34 31 523 2»fe Seattle 33 29 532 SVa

San Francisco 31 31 500 4 Cafllomia 30 32 .484 8V2

Colorado 30 31 .492 41/2 Oakland 28 35 .444 11

FOR TOURISTS PLEASANT apart-
ment In Tel Aviv or Jerusalem. Best loca-
tions. immediate. TeL 03-966-2070, 03-
969-8915.

WHERE TO STAY

EZORB-HEN, 4 + BALCONY, Uke new.
doorman country dub “YAEL REALTOR*
(MaUarr) 03-6426253

Tel Aviv

HEALTH
HIGH SALARY AND
•or race au pair + live-in
5234088.

+
ad conditions,
a year. TeL 03-

JERUSALEM, B&B.GUEST HOUSE,
stogies, couples, families & groups, oen-
traL verypeasant TeL 972-2-6T0S44. Fax:

Sharon Area
FOR'HEALTHY BODY & a happy mind,
tavea^rafeHtonal masaga of stilaBu.

PERSONALS

RENTALS SERVICES

WHERE TO STAY 5, NEW, LUXURIOUS, central air, par-
tially furnished, parking, long-term. TeL

Sharon Area

Jerusalem

MATR1MON1ALS

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. * Short
term rentals ' Bed and breakfast * P.CXBox
4233, Jerusalem 91044. TeL 02-611746,
Fax: 02-818541.

THE JERUSALEM INN at the Oty Cen-
ter - Double or large family rooms, prtv.

bathroom, T.V/TeL quality furnished. TeL
02-252-757, Fax 02-251-297.

GARDENING
SEEKS RELIGIOUS Tor mar- f
30-TbL 02-864-915. fmwiramaM «

s
I

CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS VILLA +
swimming pooi, + sea view! air condffion-

pertraJ vacuum unit Tel
050-231725, 06-363261.

GARDENING: EVERYTHING YOU
need: Garden ptanringlGoirM
ter systems/Roof gartens/Maintenance.
Professional. DanieLTeL 052-564161, 09-
461-962.

— Jerusalem

PALOGE - QUALITY; CARS:

\
‘•v :
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Anat DanleK’s 'October* win be perforated at the Suzanne Della! Center in lfei Aviv.

and Schumann's Carnival.

Helen Kaye

THE novella made suicide fashionable. French
composer Massenet made an opera of Goetbe’s
famous tale of unrequited love, calling it amply
Werther. ...

_ . ,

The first New Israeli Opera production is direct-

ed by France’s Jean-Claude Aii'vray and conduct-
ed by Gary Bertini. Mezzo-soprano Sara Fulgoni
sings Charlotte, the young woman Werther
(Antonio Nagore) adores. At. the Tel Aviv
Performing Arts Center tonight at 8. Saturday at 9
pjn. (French with Hebrew supertitles.)

DANCE
Michael Ajzenstadt

LIGHT MUSIC
Helen Kaye

,.a

YAIR Dalai and his AloL Quintet presort an
evening of Israeli musie with an oriental flair.

Dahl plays the oud and violin and sings with Eyal
Sela on flute and clarinet, Eyal Faran on sitar and
guitar, Nurit Ctfer, vocals and tabla, and percus-

sionist Ayalon Nofer. At die Pargod Theater;

Jerusalem on Saturday at 8:30 p.m.

~ CLASSICAL MUSIC
~

Michael Ajzenstadt

ITALIAN pianist Pietro De Maria presents a
recital Saturday (9) at the Tfel Aviv Museum of
Ravel's Gaspard de la Nuit, Etudes by Debussy

THE Bat-Dor Dance Company,presents, a.mixed
program today (5) at its theater in Tel Aviv fea-

turing Contretemps by Ania Brad, Ora Dror's On
the Brink and Luciano Canmto’s Black on. Black
danced to the music of Bach. Anat Dankli’s
haunting, contemplative hour-long October, per-

formed by herself and members of- her newly
inaugurated company can be seen Friday (10
pan.) and Saturday (9p.m.) at the Suzanne DeDal
Center in Tel Aviv. This is undoubtedly one of die
more captivating and evocative pure dance works
oftheyear •

.

' List Drar and Nir Ben-Gal’s newest opus The
Land of Rape and Honey, which is about the

Israeli experience oflove, can be seen Friday (10
p.m.) at Kibbutz Netzer SescnL

TELEVISION

Michael Ajzenstadt

AUUS Safliuen ’s newest opera The Castle, based

very loosely, on Mozart’s The Abductionfrom the

Seraglio, takes an intriguing look at die issues of

private and public fidelity. Premiered last summer
at the Savonlmna Festival in Finland, it can now
be seen on die Discovery Channel (tonight at 11

and tomorrow at 7) together with a one-hour doc-

umentary about die composer (tonight at 10 and
at 6 tomorrow).

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 1

6:30 News in Arabic 6:46 Exercise
Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONALTV .

&00 The Cairo Geniza &30 Learning
to Read &50 Social Stucfes 9:00
They Simply Said No 9:05 Why s
there—? 9:25 Programs for children

IfcOO Famfly Relations 10:30 The
Arts 1055 tngfish 11:20 Literature

11:40 Sciences 12*0 Engfish 12£5
Sciences 12:40 Nature 1255
Mathematics in Everyday Life 13:30
Scary tales 13:40 Our Friends 13:45
Kitty Cat and Tommy 14:00 Shaltiei

Quack 14:25 Mrs Peppercorn 14:35
Kopidu 14:45 Gaya, Gal aid Gft

15.-00 Surprise Train

CHAWJEL1

1631 Denver, the last Dinosaur1550 In

1&45 Zap to Dovete 16:59 A New
Evening 1754 Zap to Culture 18:15
News in EngSsh
ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Currert Affairs 19:00 News in

Arabic
HEBREW PROGRAMS
1951 AS Beginnings are Difficult 2050
Mabat News 21:00 European Soccer
Champkxishto 2350 News 00:00
European Soccer Championship
0050 Verse of the Day

CHANNEL-2

13:00 From the Concert HaU 13.-30

Basic Arabic 14:00 The Intrepids

14.-30 Tick Tack 15.-00 News Bulletin

154)5 Cfcop - local video dfos 15:00
The Boldand the Beautiful 17M0 News
magazine with Rafi Reshef 17:30
Zehu Zeh 1&00 Santa Barbara 19&0
Baywateh 20:00 News 20-.30 Cantfid

Camera with Yigal ShBon 21:40 Dan
ShOon Live 23:15 Fawfty Towers
OOtiX) News 00:05 Ticket for Two
00:30 Dori on Air with Don Ben-Ze’ev
1:00 From the Concert HaU 2:00
ThitxMh the Night 2:30 On the Edge of

the Shelf

JORDANTV

1&05 Double Dragon 1530 The New
Three Stooges 15:35 NBA 16:35
Pirates 17d)0 Frenchprograms 1 8:30

1996 European Championships:
Bulgaria vs Romania (first naif) 19:15

Le Journal 19:30 Second half of

Bulgaria vs Romania game 2025
Nippon - The Land ana 9

The Tradtions of the Performing
in Japan

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Important personage
creating a row (3JS)

5 Lifts oat a quarter to dieck
(6)

9 A Briton released with no
charge made (4-4)

'

10 Saw Ed’s pie collapse (6)

12 Curses when running**
water packs up (9)

13 Flay having no backing in

London (5)

14 There's some point to the

equestrian urge (4)

1 6 Locks at a metal container,

- an ugly thing (7)

19 Garden where yr

disport themselves ('

21 The head’s savoury food (4)

24 The beast’s a little crook, a
pilferer (5)

25 Sober seamen can get net

in a tangle (9)

27 Believe in making
financial provision (6)

28 He hates taking ammsJs
without a tryout (8)

29 A drawing which may be
signed (6)

30 Some cash and book given
to keep (8)

DOWN
1 Hie hound lay foil of dope

(6)

2 They’re all for holding
hands! (6)

3 Present of fathead to

royalty (5)
'

4 There’s possibly around
fifty in harbour C7)

6 Will set up a home ofsorts

without a male (9)

7 Tales about the Bight
causing dissension (8)

8 Compromise, being green

and uncertain (8)

11 A hit of land is left to the

East (4)

15 Giving direction for quiet

living (9) .

17 Might in the end become
. unavoidable (8)

18 Extends access into the
mountains (8)

20 Time for mundane
revolution! (4)

21 A scientist beyond regret

retired (7)

22 A girl of three’s

obstreperous (6)

23 Resolute Englishwriter (6)

26 Plans sense inside

a small shop (5)

SOLUTIONS

aQaaaaflQEsa
a n a 0 g gsas
aasasaaonma a ga a Tjasa
a q a on
nasflQH masasots
a a annaa as
ossa a s noma
a a sBoaa so
saaaaa Q3QOS
a h q a a
aaas a a s a g
u o aaaaaaanasa
hhqq a 0 o n Q
£} u nBOSUBClOO^U

Yesterday** Quick Solution

ACROSS; 1 Bum, 4 Lauds, 10

Tlfsiants 11 Perch. 13 Grebe, IS

Deceive, 15 Rhyl, W Beds®, 19

Adaev, 22 Lane. 2S Lauadsr, 27

Allow, 29 Sweet, 30 Appease. 31

Stack. S2 Inlet.

DOWN: 2 Angle, 3 Sincere, 5Aspic,
9 Dadiaf, 7 Image. « Handy^9
Cheer. 14Htan.l«Hola. 18 Opulent,

20 Deadpan, 21 Clash, 2SArray, S4
Tweed, 2* Deter,M Leave.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Demolish (5)

' 4 Interiorcoming
(6)

-

9Dilated (7) s

10 Teacher (5)

11 Chalcedony (4)

12 Enormous (7)

l3Wefl(3)

140zb(4)

16 Four (4)

18 View (3)

20 Narrate (7)

21 Notoriety (4)

24 Flank (5)

25 Erudite (7)

26 Modest (6)

27 Stratum (5)

down
1 Sagacity (6)

2 Adversary (5)

3 Slaughter (4)

5 Hint (8)

6 Extreme (7)

7 Attic (6)

8 Confess (5)

13 'Wallow (8)

15 Raise (7)

17 Investigated (6)

18 Mode (5)

19 Offer (6)

22 Irritate (5)

23 Letters (4)

Ashded* 551333
AsMceion Si332

KJarSsva* 902222
Mahartya-912333

B*MhUW 274757 Nfltanys- 604444
BeftSfWTWSh 523733 PetahTStva" B3113J1

Dm Redon* 5793333 RahOnT 451333
Bar 32444 Ffishon* 9642333

Hafa* 8512233 Saiad 920333
Jensatom* 539133 TWAvW* 54801ii
Kwmier 998S444 Tbartasr 792444
* MoMOWwahra Cara Unll (MICU) serviceh he
arts, stwdow dock.

Medical help for tourists (in English)

177-02M110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-8529205. for emer-
gency cafe 24 tours a day, lor intorrnallOTi

ft case of poeoning.

Earn - Emotional Ffcsr Aid 1201. aba
Jerusalem 610303, fel Aviv 5481111 (chfl-

dnen/youth 6961113). Haifa 867222213.

Beereheba 494333. Netanya 825110.

Karmid 9888770, tdar Sava 7674555,

Hadera 346789. _ _
Wizo hotfines lor battered woman 02-

6514111, 035461133 (afeo In Russian),

07-376310, 08-550508 (also in AmhariC).

Rape Crisis Center (24 haws). Ta) Avfv

5234819. 5449191 (men), Jerusalem

255558, Haifa 8530533. Qat 31977.

HiKlessah Mettoal Organization -Israel

CancerAssociation telephone sippoit ser-
vice 0224787B).

21:05 Varieties

21;10 Star Trek 22:00 News in

Engfish 22:25 Dafly Summary Japan
week 22:35 Victor Victoria (1382) - A
down-andout singer masquerades as
a man and becomes the toast of Paris

cabarets to the defight of hergay men-
tor. Stamrs JiffieAntkews and Robert
Preston. (133 rrens.)

MIDDLE EAST TV

14:00 The 700 Club 14:55 Immortal
Battafion (1S44) - British wartime
movie about how dviSans with no mil-

iary baAground shape up to become
a hard-core fidtfng machine. Starring
David Niven, Peter Ustinov. (90 rrtins.)

18:05 Urban Peasants 16:30 Demis
the Menace 16:55 Mask 17:20
Diplodo 17:45 Front Runners 18:40
Tire A-Team 19:30 World News
Tonight (Arabic) 20:00 CNN 20:30
Everang ShasSe 20^5 J^ce and the
Fatman 21:45 Law and Order 22:35
The 700 Club 23:05 Larry King- Live
23:30CNN

CABLE

Notices in this fsuture are
ctai«u«l ut NIS28.08 pur (Inu,
nchidlfis VAT. Irtsurtton uvery day
of thu mouUi coats N1S520JS5 pur
tea, tadudkg VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, In Engfish, daily

Suni-This, -11 aju. from Bronfman
. Reception-—.. .Centra....' ..Sherman,...

I:...,, Administration BUg, Buses.4a, R_23. 28...
^ 28. For into, caff 882Rl9>{ADAS£Art.

Visit the Harateah Installations, ChagaD
Windows. Tel 02-416333. 02-778271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and Anton
Rotand-Rosenbarg Ooflaction 24 master-
pieces by modem artists. Fauvism Wild
Beasts. Josef Beuys Drawings and
Objects. Prints: new acquisitions. New
Horizons: Sculpture. Yascov Dorcftm:
Stocked WeB. Face to Face. TheMuseum
Cofiacttons. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTBAPORARY ART.
1 Am You Artists Against Violence: 20
posters. Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Tue. 10 a.m.-10 fxm. Fn. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
SaL 10 3 pjn. Meyarhofl Art Education
Cantor, TbL 6919155-8. •

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 0+S742S3.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amona, 9 Lab Yatie, 731901

;

Shuafal. Shualat Road, 810108; Oar
Aldawa, Herocfs Gate, 282058.
Tel Avhr Superpharm. 40 Einstein,

RamatAviv. 641-3730; Kupai HoHm CtaBt,

7-9 Amsterdam. 52^-2383. TEti 3 ajn.
Friday: Ben-Yehuda. 142 Ben-YBhuda.
522-3535. TUI mkfnigM: Superpharm
Ramat Aviv, 40 EinstBin, 641-3730;
Londm MWstore Superpharm. 4 Shaiti

Hameiech, 69&0115.
Ra*anana Ktar Sava: Ctal Pharm, 114
Ahuza, Radnana, 910211-
Notanya: Magen, 13 Wetonann. 822985.
Krayot area: Harman, 4 SJrrtai Motrin,
Ksyat MotzWn, 870-7770/3.
Haifa: Kkyat EBezw, 6 MayerhoU Sq^
851-1707.
Herzhya: Ctal Pharm, Bat Merkazim, 8
Maskfc (era. Sderot Hagafim), Hwzfiya
PRuah. 558472, 558407. Open 9 a.m. to

rrtdNghL
Upper Nazarteh: Ctal Pharm. Lev Hair
KteS, 57046a Open 9 ajn. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Brkur Hofim Ontemal, END;
Shears Zedek (surgery, orthopedics,

obstetrics); Hadassah Bn Kerem, (pedi-

atrics, opnthaimotogy).
Tel Avhr. Tel Avfv Medical Canter Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); TM Aviv

Metfcal CetAer (surgery).

Netanya: Laniaao.

POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 9ii

In most parts of the country, in

ITV3 (33)

16:00 News 16:15 Arts magazine
17:15 On the Side of Justice 18:00
NBA 19:00 News in Arabic 19:30
Today - News in Russian 20:00
Mabeti news 20:45 Telekessef 21:15
Kavanatfi - British courtroom drama
series 22:45 (ntematfonal Crime -
documeraary series 23:15 Inside Stuff

00:00 Cfosedown

ETV 2(23)

15*^0 Haydaze 16ri» Home Field

16:30 Bom Winners 17:00 Great
Inventors 17:30 Boulez: 20th-Century
Music 1&00 Faces of Culture 18:30
Female Perspective 1&00 Zero Hour
19:30 Magaane in Russian 20riX> A
New Evening, with Russian Subtitles

2030 Family Afoum 21:00 Zombi
Business 21:30 The Cutting Edge
22:00 70 Faces 22:30 History in the

Making

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

&00 Falcon Crest (rpt) 9:00 One Life

to Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young and the

Restless (rpt) 10:30 Days of Our Lives

(rpt) 11:20 Peria Negra (rpt) 12:10
N^ghbors (rpt) 12:35 Dallas (rpt)

13:30 Starting at 130 14:05 21 Jump
Street 1435 Falcon Crest 15-.50 Days
of Our Lives 16:40 Ne^hbors 17:10
Dates 18:00 One Life to Live 18:45

The Young and the Restless 19:30
Local broadcast 20KX) Peria Negra
20:50 New York News 21:40 Rich in

Love (1993) - LuciBe tries to keep her

family together when her mother
leaves home. With Kathryn Elbe,

Albert Finney, Kyle McLacnlan and
Piper Laurie. Directed by Bruce
Beresford (105 mins) 23:45 Melrose
Race 00:35 Babylon 5 1:20 Hunter
2:10 Return to Eden 3:00 Robing
Ctob 3:45 Paris -action series

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

10:30 In a Stranger's Hand
(rpt)12:05A Breath of Scandal ((1<

(rot) 13:40 Seeing Stars 14:30
Svengali (1983) (rpt) 16:10 Josh and
SA.M." (1993) (rpt) 17:50 Stolen

Babies-(1993) -truestory of an ideal-

istic woman si 1940s Memphis who.,

uncovers a string of babies stolen for

adoption. With Mary Tyler Moore.
Directed by Eric LaneuviHe (90 mins.)

19:25 Nobody's Perfect (1989) (rpt)

21:00 The Towering Inferno (19741 -
The most famois disaster movie ofall

time, with a star-studded cast i

in a burning skyscraper. With
Newman, Steve McQueen and Faye
Dunaway. Directed by John
Gulterman aid Irwin Alen (157 mins.)

23:40 Ruby (1992) - the fife and
motives of Jack Ruby, the smafi-time

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Gregory’s Gbl 5 *
FarineG 7 Home of the Brave 930 *
Vfrtuoeity 1230 G.G. GIL Jerusalem Mai
(MaJha) w 788448 The Bbticaga •
Shanghai Triad 4^5. 7:15. 9:45
Executive Decision •Primal Fear 430,
7:15, 10 * Twelve Monkeys 5, 730. 10 *
Barb Wire 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 JERUSALEM
THEATER 20 Marcus St « 617167 Nefly

etfiC Amaud 7, 950 RAV CHEN 1-7*
792799 Credit Card Reservations*
794477 Rav-Mecher Bufcfrig. 19 Ha'omrai.
St, Taptor Sense and SensWDty 4:45,

7:15, 9:45 Last DanceteBad of
RosasteThe JwocteGIrl 6 5, 730. 9:45*
Toy Story (English dialogue) 730. 9^5 *
City HaD 730i £M5 * Toy Story (Hebrew
tfak&je)5 Dracula Dead and Loving It

TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE 2 Sprinzak St *
5772000 Heavenly Creatures 5, 7:45, 9tf5
* ZaBg 7 * Devi to a Btue Dress 1030
The Young Poisoner's Handbook 12 mto-
ragtt DEENGOFF 5172923

1,
Seven 1C

ton Gatarol SL Before
the Rato 5, 730 * PriecOTa 230, 9:45
GAT Last Dance 5, 730. 9:45 GORDON
Eat, Drink Man, Woman 530, 7:45, 10
HAKOLNOA * 6856341 26 ton Gabirol

St Mr. HoBancfs Opus 4^0. 7, 9:45
G.G. HOD 1-4* 5»ffi26 Hod Passage.
101 DhsngotlSL The Birdcage 5. 730. 10
* Copycat 5, 730, 10 * Executive
Decision 430. 7:15. 10 LEV 1-4 *
5288288 Shanghai 1215. 230, $15, 7:45,

10*Antonia’s Line 12 noon, 2, 4:45, 730,
245* Le Hussand str to Tott 1215. 215.

5282286 Ofeengoff Center The
JurorBCfty HaHBBed of Roses 5. 730.
245* Up Closeand Personal 1130 am,
230, 5,730, 9^5*Toy Story (Erxfch tSa-

togue) 1130 ant, 230, 730, 9>45* The
Usual Suspects 113Q am, 230, 5, 730,
245 * Toy Story (Hebrew Oatogua) 5
RAV-OR 1-5 * 5102674 Opera House
Mghty AphrodBcteBtar ManM Postino
•Gbl 6 5. 730. 9:45 * Sense and
SeostoUty 430, 7:15, 9:45 G.G.
TAYELET 1-3 *5177852 2 Vbrta Hanavf

i tor

BabWireWnirefve
Monkeys 5. 730,10 jt Prbnai Fear 5, 730,

10 TELAVTV MUSEUM * 6961297,27

Saul HameteWi Boteevaid NsBy et HL

CINEMA CAFE AMAMI * 83^755
Mtotny AphrwSte#Antonla's Line 7:15,

iTlS ATZMON 1-5 * 8873003 The
MonstertBob Wre*Prfcnal Fear 430. 7,

930 *twelve Monteys 4:15, 6:45, 9:15*
Breeutive Dedskxt 430. 7. 215 CINE*
MA CAFE MOWAH * KM&JZ
Shanghai 730. 930 CINEMATHEQUE
« 8533424 Passover 7 Bugsy 930
ORLY* 8381868 Sense And SarejbBty

830. 9:15 PANORAMA 1-3 * 8382020
CqpycaMThe BWeaqe 4.30, 7, 930
RAV-GAT 1-2 * 8W43T1 The Jtwor

4^ 7, 9:15 w Never tolUc to Strangers

4^: 7. 9:15 RAV-MOR 1-7 * B41fi»8
Bed of Roses 4:45, 7. 9:15 * Cfty^HaB

4:45. 7, 9rt5 * Girt 6 4:45, 7. 9:15 * Last

Dance 4^5. 7, 9:15 * The Juror 4:45, 7,

8246^3 Ctty Hal 215 * Toy Story

hood who assassinated Lee Hprvey
Oswald. With Danny Aiello and
Sher8yn Fenn. (105 nuns.) 1:30 April

Fool's Day (1986) - a group of stu-

dents are invited to a classmate's faro-

By mansion on a lonesome island;

there, they begin to disappear one by
one. With Deborah Foreman and
Griffin O’Neal. (85 mins.) 3:00 Sweet
Lies (1987) - an insurance-company
detective arrives in Paris and
becomes the target oi two efferent

women (rpt) 4:35 Bikini Island (1991)
- five top models, shooting on location

in a Caribbean island, are murdered,
one after the other (rpt)

CHILDREN (6)

6:30 Cartoons 8:05 Ketchup
Vampires (rpt) 8:30 BSnty Bill (rpt)

9£5 ABce n V&nderiand (rpt) 9:35 Nils

Holgerson {rpt) 10:05 Weird Love (rpt)

10:35 California Dreams (rpt) 11:05
Saved by the Belt (rpt) 11:30
Beaman’s World (rpt) 1200 Tone
Surfers (rpt) 12:45 Alvin and the
Chipmunks (rpt) 13:00 Surprise
Garden 13:35 Professor Iris 14:00
Robinson Sucroe 14:35 Alice in

Wonderland 15:05 Nils Holgerson
15:35 Step by Step 16:05 Sweet
Valley High 16:25 Saved By the Beil

17:05 Lots University - Who Knows
Six? 1730 Little House on the Prairie

18:15 Alvin and the Chipmunks 18:35
K^hup Vampties (rpt) 19:00 Bfinky
Bill (rpt) 19:30 Three's Company
20:00 Married with Children on-on
Roseenne 20:50 The Ren and Stimpy
Show 21:05 Big Brother Jake 21:15
Drop the Dead Donkey

SECOND SHOWING (6)

2200 Cape Fear (1962) - Original

version of the ex-convict seeking
revenge on his lawyer, who didn’t do
enough to keep him out of iaiL With
Gregory Peck and Robert Mitchum.
Directed by J. Lee Thompson (101
minsJ 23:45 The Garden ol AUah
(1936) - story of impossible love

between a sodafite and a hermit, set

in the Sahara. (75 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 1200 Cats (rpt)

1200 Future Quest (rpt) 13:30
Ancient Warriors (rot) 14:00 Open
University 16:00 Cats (rpt) 17:00
Future Quest (rpt) 17:30 Ancient
Warriors (rpt) 18:00 Open University

20:00 One inA M3Hon 2Q-.30 The Wfld
South 21:00 Telescope 21:30 Des
Plantes et Des Hommes 2200 Aults

Saffinen - Man and Music 23:00 The
Palace - opera by Aufis Salfinen 1:00
Open University

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 The Selina Scott Show 7:00
NBC News with Tom Brokaw 7:30 fTN
World News 8:00 Today 10:00
Supershop 11:00 European Money
Wheel 16:00 Wall Street Morning
Reports-live 17:00 US Money Wheel
18:30 FT Business Tonight 1200 fTN
News 19:30 Adventures 20:30 The
Safina Scott Show 21:30 Dateline

2230 ITN News 23:00 Baseball
00:00 The Tonight Show with Jay
Leno 1:00 Late Night with Conan
O'Brien 2dX> I with Greg Kinnear

STAR PLUS

6:00 Aerobics 6:30 Nanny and the

Professor 7:00 Mr. Belvedere 7:30 De
Medici Kitchen 8:00 E! TV 8:30
GabrieBe 9:30 Santa Barbara 10:30

The Bold and the Beautiful 11:00 Oprah
Winfrey 1200 Remington Steele
13:00 De Mattel Kitchen 1230 B TV
14:00 Teenage Mutant Ninja Twites
14:30 The New Adventures of Lassie

15:00 Lost in Space 1200 Home and
Away 16:30 Entertainment Tonight

17:00 M*A*S*H 17:30 21 Jump Street

1230 The X-FBes 19:30 The Bold and

the Beautiful 20:00 Santa Barbara
21:00 Hard Copy 21:30 Beverly Hills

90210 2230 The Fall Guy 23:30
Entertainment Tonight 00rt» Oprah

CINEMA
(Hebrew cBatogue) 5 * Dracula Dead and
Loving It 4:45 * Girl 6 7. 9:15 * Last
Dance 4:45, 7. 9:15 * Tby story (English

RAV CHEN « 8424047 City HaUMThe
Last DanceteSense and SensJbBty 7,

9fl0
ARAD
STAR * 950004 Sense and Sensfcfflty

730, 10* Up Close and Personal 9 *
Barb Wire 730, 10
ASWX5D
G.G. GIL* 8847202 City HateThs last

DanceteUp Close and PersonaMBarb
Wire 5, 730, 10 * Executive Decision

420. 7:t5t 10 G.GL OR1 1-3* 711223 An
Itye for an ^etiThe Birdcage 5. 72a 10
* Primal Pear 42a 7:15. 10
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL 729977 Bart> WireteThe
BlrdcMe S. 72a 10 * PrimaA
Fwwdxacutive Decision 42a 7:16. 10

RAV CHEN » 711223 City HaBetJracuta

Deed and Loving ItteThe JurwteLatrt

Dance 5, 720. 9:45 * Up Close and
Personal 4:45, 7:15, 9:45
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN * 5531077 Primal Fear4*5.
7:15, 045 Never TW to Strangers 5,

720. 9:45 * Last DanceGThe
BtrdcageGThe JurorGil Postino 5. 72a
945 *lfo Close and Personal 4:45. 7:15,

9:45
BEERSHEBA
G.Q. GIL Last DanceGMIghty
AphrodteGThe Juror 5. 72a 9:45 * Ctty

HaB 720, 945 * Dracula, Dead and
Loving It 5 RAV-NEGEV 1-4 * 235278
Primal Fear 420, 7:15, 10 * Barb Wlre5.
720 * Leaving Las Vegas 10 * The
Bbticsn9 5.72Q.10
DIMONA
HECHAL HATARBAUT Executive

Decisions
BLAT ^KOLNOA EILAT Twelve Monkeys 720.

10 w Sabrina 720. 10 * Get Shorty 720.

HADERA JJE
LEV 1-4 Sense and SensfciBty 4:45,

7:15, 9:45 * The Birdcage 5, 720. 10 *
Antoniars Ltoe 5. 720. 10 * Last Dance 5,

72010
HERZJLTYA
COLONY CINSKIA 1-2 (MANDARIN; *

Antonia'stine 9:45
KARM1EL
CINEMA 1-3 * 887277 Sense and
Sensibility 6:45, 920 + City HaltGtl

Postino 7. 920
KFARSAVA _aa GIL *7677370 The Birdcage 5.

720, 10 * Primal Fear 430. 7:15. 10 *
Toy Story (Hebrew dSafapwti 5 Toy

Story (EngSsh Oalogue) 720*Sensefflid

SenstotHtyl0 * Bart» Wire 5, 720 *LW
Dance 10 * ShanghalGli Posttoo 5, 720

fORYAT BiALJK
G.G. KIRYON 1-9 * 779166 Barb

WtreGAn Eye tor an EyeGTWelve
Kmkms 4:45, 7, 920 * The Monster
4:45. 7. 920 * Ace Ventura 4:45 *
Executive DecisionGAn Men Are
UareGCftanghal 7. 920 + The—. —3--, Fear 4:45, 7, 920
Kl
G.G. GIL « 6905080 n PosdnoGThe
BlrdcageGUp Closeand Personal 420, 7.

920
LOO
STAR Barb Wire 720. 10 * Up Close

Winfrey lri» Hard Copy 1:30 Home
and Away 2rf» The Sutevans

CHANNELS

6:30 Bodies in motion 7:30 Basic

Training 1&00 Bodes in motion 16:30

European Soccer 17:30

Championships - European Cup
magazine 19:00 NBA Basketball:

Chicago vs SeattfefUtah 21:00 WWF
22:00 iceskating 23:00 NBA
Basketball: Chicago vs Seattle/Utah

EUROSPORT

9:30 Motor Sports Magazine 11:00

Soccer European Cup (rpt) 12:30
Recreational Sport Magazine 13:00

Formula 1 Magazine 13:30
Motorcycling Magazine 14:00 Socoer
European Cup - round-up 15:30

Mountain Bikes: Cross Country World

Championships 16.-00 Tennis: ATP Grass

Courts Tournament, England - Dye 19:00
Boxing: Heavyweight baits. New York
ftpt) 20:00 Formula 1 Magazine 20:30
Soccer European Cup - round-up
21:30 Soccer European Cup,
Switzerland vs Hotend - live 23:30
Soccer European Cup, Bulgaria vs
Romania - five 00:30 Tennis: ATP
Grass Courts Tournament, England -
round-up 1:00 Formula 1 Magazine .

1:30 Rowing Magazine

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 International Motor Sports
Magazine 7:00 PGA Golf 7:30
Australian Rites Football &30 Sports
Magazine 9:30 Sailing Magazine
10:30 Futboi Mondial 11:00 Water
Sports 12:00 Basketball - more inter-

national games 15:00 Golf: Omega
Tournament 16:00 Chinese League
Soccer 16:30 Thai Boxing 17:30 To be
announced 19:30 Boxing 21:30
Futboi Mondial 22:00 Motorcycle

Racing: French Grand Prix - round-up

00:30 Thai Boxing 1:30 Basketball -
more international games

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:05 The Tourist

(rpt) 10:05 Under the Sun (rpt) 11:30
International Festival of tne Sea,
Bristol (rpt) 12:30 Top Gear 15:05
Horizon (rpt) 16:15 World Business
Report 16:30 Asia-Pacific Newshour
17:30 Time Out More Rhodes Around
Britain (rpt) 18:05 The Tourist (rpt)

19:30 Time Out Nature (rot) 22:05
Correspondent (rpt) 23:30 Time Out
Tomorrow's World 00:00 World News
and Business Report

RADIO

VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Conceit 9:05 Bruckner.

Symphony no 4 “Romantic* (Bavarian

RSO/Kubefik); R. Strauss: Also
sprach Zarathustra (Rishon Lezton
SO/Sherifl) 12:00 Noon with Gideon
Hod - famffiar music and quiz 14:06
Encore 15.*00 Voice of Music maga-
zine 16:00 Charpentier.Te Deun (Les
Art Florissants); Mozart String quartet

in C minor K406 (Les Acfieux);

Prokofiev: Sonata tor vioUn solo op
115 (Fabio Biondf); Beethoven:
Sonata no 30 for piano (Sotonon);
John Tavener For the Chid Dancing
in the Wind for voice, flute, viola and
harp 18:00 New CDs Handed
Concerto ho 1 (Van Asperan/Age-of
Enflgtrtenmerrt),- R. Strauss: Sinfonia

Domestica arr tor 2 pianos (Argerich,

Rabinovich); Mailer Symphony no 4

S
lavaria RSCVDavis) 20:05 From the

ecorcang Studio - Orit WoH, -!-

Mozart Fantasy in D minor
Beethoven: Sonata no 31 in A flat op
110; Chopin: Ballade no 1 op 23; Orit

Wolt Prelude and Fugue f95).
Memories tram the House of Prayer

(•94); Debussy: Clair de June 21:00

Clouds. Celebrations and Sirens

23:00 From the Record Shelf

and Personal 7:15. 10 * Never Tafc to

Strangers 73010
MEVASSERET ZION
GIL The Birdcage 5. 720 10 * Primal
Fear 430. 7:15, 10
NAHAFUYA
HECHAL HATARBUT Beforeand After

830
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL The BlrticageGBarb
wireGNever Talk to Strangers 430 7,

930 Sense and Sensmty G Primal

Fear G AO Man Are Liars GBeyond" —7. 930

G.G. GIL 1-4 «r 404729 The Birdcage 5.

730, 10 * Primal Fear 430, 7:15. TO *
Barb Wire 5. 730 * Leaving Las Vegas
10
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 • 828452 The
BlrdcagoGPrimal Fear 5, 730 10 *
Primal Fear 430, 7:15. 10 * Barb Wire 5,

730, 10 RAV CHEN Bed of RosesGLasr
DanceGThe Juror 5. 730, 9:45* Ctty HaB

bZS&t
RAV CHEN City HaU GStar Man
GBafore and After 7, 930
OR YEHUDA
G.G. GIL Leaving Las VegasGBarbWfe’e
5, 730 10* Dead Man WaSdng 10 * The
Monster 5, 730
PETAH TiKVA _
G.G. HECHAL The Birdcage 5. 730, 10

* Primal Fear 4^3, 7:15. 10 * La«]Dance
5, 7:30, 10 G.G. RAM 1-3 « 9340618
Barb wirnGMighty Aphrodite 5, 730 10

* Sense and SenstoiDiy 430, 7:15, 10
RA’ANANA

. , „PARK The BkdcageGAntonia's Une 5,

730, 10:15 * Primal FearGThe Juror 5.

730, 1015 * Sense and SenAflity 5.

730 * Last Dance 1015
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Israel, Greece to hold
joint naval exercises

The Jerusalem Post Thursday* June 13., 1996
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ISRAEL and Greece have agreed
10 conduct joint naval exercises

by the end of die year as pan ofan
Israeli effort to defuse opposition

to its military cooperation with

Turkey. Israeli officials said yes-

terday.

The officials said Israel and
Greece signed an accord for naval

exercises IS. months ago, but

never implemented the agree-
ment. But to assuage Athens, con-
cerned over the increasing Israeli

military ties to its longtime rival

Turkey. Israel recently proposed
to Greece that they conduct joint

navel maneuvers.
Greece agreed, Israeli officials

said, and the exercises will be
held in the eastern Mediterranean.

President Ezer Weizman. who
wrapped up a two-day visit to

Istanbul last night, also called on
Egypt to consider joint air exer-

cises with Israel. The government

STEVE RODAN
ISTANBUL

of President Hosni Mubarak has
been a vocal opponent of the

Israeli-Turkish military coopera-
tion.

“If Egypt wants to exercise with

our air force, Ahlan WaSahlan
[they are welcome],’* Weizman
said.

But Israeli officials said
Weizman 's call does not reflect a

formal Israeli request to Cairo.

“We don’t think die Egyptians
would agree so there is no point in

an official proposal,” an official

said. “The president is telling die

Egyptians that what Israel is

doing with Turkey can also hap-
pen with Egypt.”
The president spent most of yes-

terday meeting with foreign lead-

ers as well as leading Turks. The

Turkish politicians expressed sip-
port for their country's relation-

ship with Israel, despite Arab
objections.

“The agreement between the

two countries cannot be consid-
ered against the interests of any
country in the region.” said outgo-
ing Prime Minister Mesut Yilmaz.
His predecessor, Tmsu Ciller,

agreed “It is something both gov-
ernments have agreed to,” she
said. “It cannot be retracted.”

For his part, Weizman said he
discussed with Ciller “Turkey's
problems,” an allusion of the

efforts by the Welfare Party to

form an Islamic-led government
But, mindful of his previous sug-
gestion that the Turkish army
would stop such a coalition, he
refused to elaborate. “Who am I to

give advice and how to form gov-
ernments and how not to form
governments?" he asked.
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Shahak: At least two terror

squads took part in ambush
AT least two Hizbullah guerrilla

squads took pan in Monday’s
fatal ambush, and a Hizbullah
gunman may have strolled among
the dead and wounded Israeli sol-

diers, Chief of General Staff Ll-
Gen. Amnon Lipkin-Shahak said

yesterday.

Shahak made the remarks fol-

low"»g a visit to Haifa’s Rambam
Hospital, where he met with five

of the eight soldiers wounded in

die ambush. Two of the wounded
were listed in serious but stable

condition.

Before visiting the hospital,

Shahak, accompanied by OC
Northern Command Maj.-Gen.
Aminim Levine, toured the site of

the ambush along the Ali Taher

ridge in the security zone.

“War with Hizbullah means we
have to constantly examine what

ARIEH O'SULLIVAN

we can do better to prevent
Hizbullah from having successes,

and harm Hizbullah as much as

we can in every place where they

are. This is exactly what we are

going to do.” Shahak said.

Shahak said the fire-fight took

place at very close range, between
two or three meters.

“Maybe even one of the terror-

ists passed between some of the

people in the [IDF] force. There
were at least two terrorist squads.

I believe that most of the people

were wounded in the first seconds

with the first burse of fire,”

Shahak said.

He said the fire-fight lasted

about 10 minutes.

The Hizbullah gunman who
opened fire on the Israeli squad as

it returned from an all-night

ambush reportedly popped out

from behind the brush, bandoliers

of bullets hanging from his neck,

and fired at least ISO rounds from
a PK heavy machine gun,
Ha'aretz. reported.

Shahak asked reporters accom-
panying him to leave him in pri-

vate with the wounded soldiers so
he could hear their version of the

attack. He later said the military

inquiry had not yet found any sig-

nificant flaw in the way the sol-

diers behaved.
“When the whole investigation

is completed we'll know exactly

what happened," Shahak told

reporters.

The army is expected to wrap up
die inquiry over the weekend, and
submit it at die beginning of next
week.

President Ezer Weizman (right) shares a Laugh with UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali

as they leave the Lutfi Kirdar Center in Istanbul yesterday. They were attending a plenary session

of the UN Conference on Human Settlements (Habitat ED- . . .

' (AP)

Liba’i gives Ben-Yair strong support

Third Way, Likud ‘making progress’
THE Third Way and Likud were

“making progress” toward com-
ing up with a clause in the coali-

tion guidelines on the Golan that

is acceptable to both parties. Third

Way MK Yehuda Harel said yes-

terday.

“We have not yet reached agree-

ment, but we are on the way,” said

Harel, after an afternoon meeting
with the Likud's negotiating team
on the draft of the new govern-

ment’s guidelines.

HERB KEINON

Earlier in die day. Third Way
leaders expressed disappointment

in the clause on the Golan, saying

that it did not go far enough.

“In the guidelines it is written that

Israeli will ensure that the Golan

stays part of Israel” Third Way
leader Avigdor Kahalni said. “But
why should they ensure this in the

future? Why don't they do it now?”
Kahalni said that “If I read

between the lines, there is room
for suspicion. They wrote it this

way to leave die door open. There
are things you leave the dooropen
on. and there are other things on
which you need to close the door.

We need to remain on die Golan,
period.”

Harel said that so far the Thud
Way has only negotiated with the

Likud about the government's
guidelines, and not about die dis-

tribution of portfolios.

Public warned against liquid silicone injections
THE Health Ministry yesterday

warned the public not to undergo
injections of liquid silicone for

temporarily removing skin wrin-

kles, widening the lips and

increasing breast size. Such ser-

vices have been widely advertised

in the press in die past few years,

but the ministiy had issued no
previous warnings.

The ministry urged anyone who
intends to have cosmetic treat-

ments to first check whether the

material used has been approved
by the ministry. Judy Siegel

JUSTICE Minister David Liba’i

expressed strong support for

Attorney-General Michael Ben-
Yair yesterday, at his final meet-
ing with journalists.

“The attorney-general is doing

hisjob,” he said, when asked about
what Likud sources have charged
is a politically motivated wave of
indictments. Ben-Yair announced
that he planned to indict Jerusalem

Mayor Ehud Olmert (Likud) on
Monday, and he appears to be
about to indict Tsomet leader

Rafael Eitan as welL
Liba’i explained that the attor-

ney-general’s job is first and fore-

most to decide on cases within a
reasonable time frame. In Eitan ’s

case, die police investigation ended
only recently; in Olmert’s case,

Ben-Yair was awaiting the outcome
of a trial of others involved in the

same affair, and this trial ended
only three months ago.

However, he said there is also

the fact that both cases are sudden-
ly relevant, because both men were
being considered for ministerial

EVELYN GORDON

positions. It is the attorneygener-

al's job to bring potential problems
with cabinet appointments to the

attention of the prime minister-

elect now, rather than letting some-
one be appointed who will have to

resign soon afterwards, if and
when an indictment is filed.

Liba’i also praised Netanyahu’s
decision not to replace Ben-Yair,

at least in the short ran.

“Even though the atoney»en»-
al is appointed by the

:

dabinet-ic

from fee moment he is appointed,

he is independent,” Liba’i said. “If

there wasa tendency to replace the
attorneygeneral as soon as the gov-
ernment changed, it would create

die impression that this is like a

ministerial appointment It would
be seen by the' public as a. blatant

political appointment, which is not
appropriate.”

Liba’i said that had he remained
in office for a second term, be
would have set up a committee to

These Jews from Kovno and surrounding areas joined the Partisans,

fought anti-Semitism and the Germans. They are a legend in our time.
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IT is still not clear exactly what
Attorney-General Michael Ben-
Yair ’s ruling was with regard to

which portfolio Rafael Eitan can
or cannot receive. However, legal

experts were unanimous yester-

day in saying that if Ben-Yair has
indeed decided to bar Eitan from
certain ministries, but not afl, this

decision would be irrational.

The reasoning behind Ben-
Yair’s reported decision was
apparently as follows: In Its 1993
ruling barring Aiyeh Deri from
any ministerial post because of

the indictment against him, the

High Court of Justice explicitly

said that not all indictments

BACKGROUND
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should deny a person the right to

be a minister. Since the crime of
which Eitan is suspected does not
involve moral turpitude, this

exception clause may apply to

him. However, the alleged crime

involved obtaining confidential

personal data from the IDF com-
puter database and using it to

pressure fellow Tsomet activists

to leave the party. Therefore, it is

better not to put him in a position

where he would have access to

confidential databases.

Prof. Asher Maoz. of Tel Aviv
University Law School noted
there is a precedent for barring a
person from one specific ministry:

Following the Kahan report on the

Sabra and Sbatila massacre, that

'

attorney-general Yitzhak Zamir
ruled that Ariel Sharon could no
longer serve as defense minister.

“I would understand if [Ben-
YairJ said ’[Eitan] cannot be the

police minister;’ or ‘he cannot be

cabinet meetings.”
;

Prof. Claude Klein of Hebrew
University Law School took an
even stronger line-

“It doesn’t seem reasonable to

me,” be said. “If a man is not fit

[to . serve in certain ministries],

he’s.not fit to be in -the govern-
ment at alL” .

However, Klein said he was
even more concerned with the feet

that this decision constituted an
inappropriate increase in the attor-

ney-general’s involvement in
political affairs.

,

•

“This gives [the attomey-gener-
the justice minister,’ ” Maaz said, '

aT| an influence on the composi-
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explaining that these are posts
involved in the administration of
justice, where the perception of
integrity is very important “Jifet

because someone is not fit for one
post does not mean he is not fit for
any post”
“But if I’m afraid to give Mm

access to databases, I don’t know
that I would want Mm in the gov-
ernment at all,” he continued

'•

“First of all, I'm not sure there’s

any government ministry which
doesn’t have access to databases
_. But more than that, any cabinet
minister receives very sensitive
information,” he said, noting that

the parameter set by the High
Court was what an appointment
would do to the public’s trust in

the government “After all. the
man would be participating in

tion of the government:- He
decides which portfolio is sensi-

tive and which isn’t,” he said. “It

gives too much discretion to the
attorney-general in a matter which
is clearly political”

'

“It is practically an attempt to

dictate fee composition of the
cabinet,” agreed Dr- Ze’ev Segal,
semes- lecturer in law at.TelAviv
University and legal commentator
for Ha’qretz.

Segal also. Agreed wife Klein’s
statement that there is np.basis for
barring anyone from only one
cabinet post'

“On the surface, this approach
appears highly unreasonable,”; he
said. “Unfitness to serve as a min-
ister should be general „ because
membership in the cabinet is

membership in the cabinet”

Hang Kane
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examine the division of authority

between fee justice minister, the

. Supreme Courtpresident, fee attor-

ney-general and fee state attorney,

and be recommended feat the new
government do so, ifitcanbedone
without looking like fee outgrowth

of personal- quasels among these

office-holders. Each of these four

offices derives its authority from a
patchwork of different laws; wife
no general view of whai fee divi-

sion of labor should be, be said.

Ifsuch a committee were estab-

.
fished* he continued, iphe of the

issues it should consider is die

attorney-general's term of office.

Currently, the attorney-general

serves at fee cabinet's discretion,

and this creates a concern feat he

might become too subservient to

fee cabinet However; he said, a
system such as that in place for

fee state comptroller, where the

appointment is fra one five-year

term wife the possibility of a sec-

ond, could create even greater

subservience, due to a desire for

reappointment.
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Winning cards

In yesterday’s Mifal Hapayis dai-

ly Chance card draw, the lucky

cards were the king of spades,

trng of hearts, nine of diamonds

and nme of dobs.

US concerned

over Russian

restrictions

on Agency
HBi-EL KUTTLEB

WASHINGTON

THE State Department said yes-

terday that it views Russia’s re-

strictions ao Jewish Agency activ-

ity with “great concern," but that

lower-level bureaucrats rather

than- official government policy

was likely responsible.

Department spokesman Nich-

olas Bums told reporters that US
ambassador Thomas Pickering

met Tuesday with Moscow chief

Rabbi Pinches Goldschmidt and

would meet him again today as a
“very clear demonstration” of

fee US’s concern.

The Washington Post reported

yesterday that fee Russian gov-

ernment has moved to cwb the

activities of the agency.

In a report from Moscow, the

newspaper said in recent weeks
the government had ordered the

closure of a number of regional

offices of tire agency.

Quoting the chief rabbi of
Moscow and other unidentified

sources, the Post said Russian au-

thorities ordered the closure
within 72 hours of fee Jewish

Agency office in Pyatigorsk, a

southern Russian town which is a

key departure point for Jews' go-

ing to Israel
-

Peres, Husslffi

to receive

Liberty Medal
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Prime
Minister Shimon Peres and King
Hussein of Jordan^ hailed for their

pursuit of. peace in the Middle
East, have been chosen as co-

recipients of the 1996
Philadelphia Liberty Medal
The award, which includes a

$100,000 prize, is presented dur-

ing fee city’s July 4 festivities at

Independence Hall.
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